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Appointee criticism continues
By Harrison Fletcher
In one of the strongest faculty
reactions to date, sociology Professor Richard Tomasson wrote a letter
to Dr. John Elac, criticizing his
qualifications as the next president
of the University of New Mexico.·
The letter, dated Aug. 15, presented a three-point criticism of
Elac's presidential qualifications,
including his scholarship, upperlevel management experience and
academic involvement.
Tomasson stated that, unable to
find any record of Elac in the
academic Who's Who, he tried the
Social Science Index, "where virtually all articles and book reviews
in professional journals in the social
sciences are listed.''
From 1974 to 1983, Tomasson
said, he found "not a single listing
of an article or book review by you
(Eiac) in a professional journal.''
"As to citations under your name
in this time period, you were cited
five times. In all cases the citations
were in reference to your 1961
Ph.D. dissertation," Tomasson
wrote. "This is indeed a sparse record for a Ph.D. economist almost a
quarter-century after his degree."
Tomasso:t went on to state that
Elac has never held an upper-level
managerial position and that he was
a "middle-level bank economist..,

"Without other qualifications,
this is hardly an appropriate occupational background for a university
president," he stated,
Tomasson also criticized Elac's
academic experience. "You (Elac)
haven't been involved in a university for 17 years. And when you were,
your position was a minor one. ln the
absence of a record of scholarship or
research or upper-level manage-

'' He does not seem to
have the qualilfications
for a university president. The people I have
spoken with do not
speak highly of his reputation."
ment, this is a lack in your background that is critical. "
Other faculty members also
seemed upset by Elac's qualifications.
Gilbert Merkx, sociology professor and director of the Latin American Institute, summed up the feeling of many faculty. "I was surprised," he said. "He docs not seem
to have the qualilfications for a university president. The people I have
spoken with do not speak highly of

his reputation."
Some faculty, however, would
rather "wait and see" or make their
own judgments "after more information is available" on Elac.
"I don't know enough about him.
All I know is second-hand infOJmation which isn't very good," said
Alfred Parker, chairman of the;: economics department.
Controversy also surrounds
.Elac's relationship with Robert Cox,
president of the New York firm
hired by the regents to assist in the
search process. Many faculty are upset about a comment Elac was reported to have made in reference to
his relationship with Cox.
An article published in the The
Albuquerque Joumal quoted Elac as
saying, "I met Bob Cox in the State
Department over 20 years ago. I was
surprised that he even remembered
rne."
However, many faculty have received information that Elac and
Cox are good friends. "It strikes me
as rather suspicious," said one
faculty member who wished to remain anonymous.
The majority of faculty declined
to comment until they have more
information about Elac.
Elac is scheduled to vist UNM
next week, although no meeting has
been set with members of the
faculty.

Police
tear
gas
fraternity
party
•t Johnson Field to

A couple of hundred people g•t#Hired
listen to music ·•nd d•nce d~ring Welcome Beck D•ze; • By Kristie Jones
t:elebr•tion of the return to. •Mt~emi•.
A University of New Mexico stu-

Elac's resume' withheld
from faculty by regents
By Harrison Fletcher
The Board of Regents has denied
faculty members access to University of New Mexico presidential
appointee John Elac's resume' for
an emergency meeting of the general
faculty Tuesday.
Pauline Turner, assistant home
economics 'professor, said she requested Elac's resume' to help the
faculty "make an objective judgment" about his qualifications.
.. We have painfully little information about Elac," she said.
•• All we know about the man is what
we read in the paper, and most of
that is negative."
Although Turner did not speak
directly to Henry Jaramillo, president of the regt:nts, she said his
reason for refusing the resume' was
that "it was Elac's personal property," and if the faculty wanted the
infonnation in the resume', then
Elac would have to give it to them.
"The faculty obviously have a

concern over the limited information
they have about Elac,'' said Turner,
"and the regents aren't helping the
situation by refusing access to his
vita.
"By failing to provide us with a
vita, the regents may have reinforced the general faculty suspicion
that Elac has something to hide,"
she said. "I think it would be in
Elac's best interests to have that information available at the meeting.''
Turner said she would rather have
spoken to Elac in person about the
information, but he was not avail·
able.
The emergency meeting of the
general faculty was called after a
petition containing 68 signatures
was delivered to the Committee of
Five last week.
Gilbert Merkx, member of the
Committee of Five and professor of
Latin American studies, said he received word of the petition Aug. 15.

broke out in the street and one of our of the Pi Kappa Alpha house, said a
guys got a concussion." Most crowd gathered to watch the fight at
fraternity parties are open to stu- Lambda Chi.
"A campus police officer came
dent was bitten by a police dog and dents with UNM identification.
Campus police said they arrived out and started to get real uptight, ••
tear gas was used to disperse a crowd
during a fraternity party early Sun- at the Omega house to find about 400 Sanchez said, "so the crowd started
people in the street. The Albuquer- to say things like 'Oh yeah? Who
day morning.
A fraternity member at Lambda que Police Department was later cal- says?' The officer then started to
threaten everybody, saying, 'If you
Chi Omega said. the trouble started led in for additional support.
The APD report stated that '•500 don't want to get bitten by a police
around 1 a.m. Sunday when some
"wrestlers and a bodybuilder" de- to I ,000 people" were in the street, dog you'd better leave.'"
Sanchez said when APD came the
and in spite of repeated warnings
cided to crash the party.
"We wouldn't let them in be- and the presence of police dogs, the crowd became more belligerent.
cause they dido 't have any ID," said crowd did not disperse until officers "The police were just telling people
the student, who withheld his name threw tear gas into the crowd.
continued on page 3
Mel Sanchez, fraternity member
from the press. ••Eventually a fight

continued on page 3
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LONDON -- Documents shew Britain ordered the
Argentine battleship General Belgrano sunk in the 1982
Falklands War~ killing 368 crewmen -knowing it
posed no threat to British troops and later planned a
cover-up, it was reported Sunday.
The defense documents, sent anonymously to
opposition Labor Parliament member Tom Dalyell,
show the government planned to cover up its handling
of the incident by withholding key information from
Parliament, the Observer newsp<!per said.
A Defense Ministry spokesman said he had "no
comment whatsoever'' on the Observer report.
Dalyell repeatedly has accused the government of
failing to account for the sinking of the battleship
General Belgrano on May 2, 1982, by a torpedo from
the British submarine Conqueror.
The Observer said Dalyell received three sets of
documents from an anonymous source between last
April and July that im;luded information on the sinking
of the ship and the alleged government cover-up.
After the sinking of the Belgrano, which killed 368
Argentines, Britain said the ship had posed a threat to
the British fleet. One of the documents sent to Dalyell,

however, contradicts the government position.
It "gives precise information about the Belgrano's
position at various times and states clearly that the
cruiser reversed course towards her home base .. . 1J
hours before the Conqueror torpedoed her,'' the Observer said.
The documents show the government waited five
days to warn Argentina of key changes in the rules of
engagement in the naval war that declared all Argentine
warships military targets after May 2.
They also show that senior defense officials had recommended to Defense Minister Michael Heseltine not
to reveal the change to Parliament's Foreign Affairs
Committee
A document signed by a member of the Defense
Secretariat and addressed to Heseltine said, "The full
list of changes would provide more infonnation than
ministers have been prepared to reveal so far about the
Bclgrano affair.:•
''If there's nothing to hide, why go to these lengths,
in official documents, to withhold information. The
issue is deception," Dalyell said in a radio interview.

U.S. Navy investigates possible mines in Red Sea

M•lc:e pl.1101 to try one today. Exira deep
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•• Cover-up charged in Falklands war
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ABOARD
THE
USS
SHREVEPORT - Navy frogmen
have been summoned to the USS
Shreveport to dive for three minelike objects located by a U.S,
oceanographic ship searching for
mines in the Gulf of Suez. a Navy
commander. said Sunday.
The disclosure came as two
Soviet minesweepers passed
through the Suer Canal on their way
to the Red Sea early Sunday, poss.ibly signaling a separate Soviet
sweep for mines in the vital
waterway.
Three Soviet ships were among at
least 18 ships damaged in a rash of
mine explosions in the Gulf of Suez
and the Red Sea,
An 'official of the Suez Canal authority said the two Soviet mines-

weepers passed through the Canal to
the Gulf of Suez early Sunday.
The official would not give the
ships' destination but other sources
said they were probably heading for
Aden, where the Soviets have a naval base.
Four Sea Stallion mineswceping
helicopters aboard the Shreveport,
an amphibious transport dock, began skimming the central part of the
Gulf of Suez Saturday as part of an
international mine-hunt codenamed
"Operation Intense Look."
Commodore Alvin S. Newman,
commander of the U.S. minesweeping operations, told reporters aboard
the Shreveport that 12 objects have
been detected in the Gulf of Suez but
all but three turned out to be coral
heads, trash or flotsam.

"We located 12 mine-like objects
and we put down divers six or eight
times,'' Newman told American
correspondents aboard the
Shreveport.
''Three are very deep down and
we are waiting for divers" from the
U.S. Navy group in Jeddah, he said.
He did not say when the frogmen
were expected to arrive from Jeddah
to dive for the three unidentifed ob·
jccts,
He said no mine explosions have
occurred ncar Jeddah, but the Red
Sea port is being swept as part of a
"humanitarian operation" to
guarantee the safety of thousands of
Moslems sailing there on their
annual pilgrimage to the holy cities
of Mecca and Medina.
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Assorted Flavors
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Reg. 1.39

99¢
BIC 5 Pac
Disposable
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to go home, and everybody started
to argue," he said. "Pretty soon
they took out the tear gas,"
Sanchez also said the fight was
not between fraternities.
The APD report said that "rocks
and bottles" were thrown at the
officers before the tear gas was used.
Campus police stated Sunday
afternoon that a student was bitten
by a police dog. The APD record,
however, stated that "no one was
bitten by any canines,"
A student who asked to remain
unidentified said he was bitten on
the arm by a police dog and was
treated by the Student Health
Center.
The Albuquerque Police Canine
Patrol could not be reached for comment on the discrepancy.

Fleg. $2.99

Reg. $8.99
,,

"
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UNM BOOKSTORE
MEDICAL·LEGAL BRANCH
Located on ground floor,
Family Practice Building,
behind Universi1y of New Mexico Hospital
Weekdays Bam to 5pm
Saturday, August 18, 10om to 2pm
Saturday, August 25, 10om to 2pm

Resume'-continued from page 7
and the committee approved the
meeting later that day. He also said
that the petition probably began circulating following Elac's announcement and was started by diverse
faculty members rather than a small
group.
The subject of the meeting will be
"to discuss the selection of a new
president'' and "to consider a motion of no confidence il1 the Board of
Regents," he said.
Merkx also said the faculty constitution states that when a general
faculty meeting is called, the president of the University will preside
- and in his absence the provost.
However, the nature of the meeting
would put them in an awkward situation, and, therefore, the Committee
of Five will select a member to chair
the meeting, he said. No selection
has been made.
Turner speculated that the meeting would be a forum in which faculty would be able to voice their concerns and suggestions about the
presidential search process.
Merkx said the meeting would be
constitutionally limited to those
points on the agenda concerning
issues surrounding the search process and the vote of no confidence.

Non-local IDs
held for pick up

Limit 1 with coupon

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK-SAM TILL MIDNIGHT
Disposable
Douche

Police--

By Kristie Jones
When you went to register for
your classes, did your schedule get
stamped with the words Temporary
JD? Maureen Miller, assistant registrar at the University of New Mexico, said the registration center is
trying something new this semester.
The center will be mailing out
labels and IDs only to students in the
Albuquerque area (which includes
Santa Fe and Los Alamos) and holding IDs and stickers belonging to
other students. Miller said the IDs
and labels will be held until students
pick them up.
"We don't want to mail out an ID
or label to a student who lists his
address as Carlsbad because chances
are he won't be home again until
Thanksgiving," Miller said.
All students should have their IDs
by the end of the second week of
classes (Aug. 31 ), Miller said.
Until then, students can use their
schedules as ID at the Student
Health Center and for library uses,
she said.

DAILY
LOBO
DISPLAY
ADS ARE
NOTICED

UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back!
We know you've already coped with
registration, campus maps, parking.
And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location,
anything we can help you with.

BOOK RETURNS: Just about everybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE READ OUR RETURNS
POLICY!
1. You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return fall texts is September 15.
3. Books must be in original condition as
purchased
4. You must have your I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS are aam to spm
weekdays, Wednesday open until 6pm
and 9am to 1pm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, August 20 open 8am to 7pm
Tuesday, August 21 open Bam to 7pm
It really is easier to shop later if you
plan to be on campus in the evening

UNM
·aoOKSTORE
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Deans want to meet John Elac

forum

By Kristie Jones and Harrison
Fletcher
Although the majority of uni·
versity deans declined to comment
on the recent sel.ection of John Elac
as the next president of the University of New Mexico, those who did
were "very concerned about the
htck of infom1ation available'· on
him.

-.. ldllorial
Students who participate
gain educational benefits
Learning is the main theme that binds people together at a university. However, this theme often gets translated as attending classes and
reading t!;!Xtbooks. Both are very worthwhile activities, but there are
many things to learn that aren't found in classes or textbooks.
Interacting with other people is the oldest and often most effective
way to get an education. By isolating oneself from the University
community as a whole, the opportunity to get a full educat.ion is lost.
Opportunities for learning are everywhere on this campus. They
range from informal discussion groups to student government.
Being involved has received a lot of negative lip service, especially
in the area of student government. Students are constantly complaining thatASUNM is not representative of undergraduates as a whole. If
no one bothers to get involved, student government will definitely not
be responsive. The current ASUNM administration has demonstrated
a willingness to listen to different opinions this summer. Don't write
them off this year, because they deserve a chance.
Joining organizations is not the only way to become involved.
Being active in the classroom is also vital to the quality of education. It
is easy to feel intimidated by prof!lssors who have spent years researching their particular interests, but most professors will be the first to
admit that they ate not the source of all true knowledge, Don't be
afraid to question, because the benefits are invaluable.
All too often, we become spectators instead of participants in life.
We cheat ourselves when We do this. One of the main purposes of a
university is to create an atmosphere in which freedom of thought is
encouraged. Take advantage of this environment. Don't let your
education get in the way of your learning.

... Lellers
Discourtesy reflection of system
Editor:
Picture yourself awakening in the middle oif the night with te<trs
welling in your eyes and a terrible feeling in your throat. Emotional
breakdown? No, instead you've been teat-gassed! Residents in the
fraternity/sorority area of U NM were treated to such an event at
approximately 2 a.m. this past Sunday morning. Police officers were
forced to the use of tear gas in breaking up a particularly rowdy Greek
party.
Loud social events are common in this neighborhood. However,
something different transpired Saturday night. Partiers who had in
the past only felt indignation at being told "turn it doWn" or "time to
go home," instead turned to direct confrontation with the police.
Shouts of"fucking pigs'' and "let's egg 'em" were heard. This was not
confrontation for a cause, but confrontation for sport.
Many people join Greek houses to maintain or attain a respectable
social standing. The Greek system has always considered community
involvement and leadership programs an important part of the
fraternity and sorority experience. These good aspects of Greek life
have certainly helped their alumni in subsequent job advancements
and prominence in the community at large. Is the Greek system sri//
producing this kind of person?
Although some may pass this incident off as merely the rowdiness
of a few, nonetheless, il is a direct reflection of the Greek system as a
whole. Disrespect for the community in which they live and for the
laws which govern that community make everyone look bad. But
even more basic: are we seeing the transition from a few setting a bad
example to a few setting a good example? At a time when many new
students are considering which house to join, perhaps they should
decide whether to join the Greek system at all.
Chris Philips- area resident

''All we know about
him is what we read in a
press release .. .I'd hate
to make a statement on
the man before I've even
met him.''

... tellers
Letter explains unfavorable response
to presidential appointee's credentials
The following is a letter to University of New
Mexico presidential appointee John C. E/ac from
faculty member Richard F. Tomasson
Dear Mr. Elac:
You may be in a quandary about why there is so
much opposition to your appointment as Presi·
dent of the University of New Mexico. It involves
more than the flawed, and perhaps illegal. presidential search carried out by the Regents. Let me
try to give you some understanding of the back·
ground and why I am one of the many who regard
you as an unacceptable candidate for President of
UNM.
For at least four years this university has been
without leadership from the top. Our President
from 1980 to 1982 engaged his energies in keeping
his flanks clean and looking for another job. This
was a sad consequence of Lobogate. In 1982 he
announced his resignation and the Regents set out
on an open search for a president. Expectations
were high. The final list consisted of a number of
academically and administratively superb candi·
dates. The possibilities were magnificent. But the
Regents couldn't agree. They failed dismally to
make a choice. So what did they do? They gave a
two-year contract to our Vice President for Financial Affairs. During the past two years the Universi·
ty has been kept in a holding pattern.
In early 1984 the Regents decided to search for a
president again. Having been badly burned by the
experience of the previous search, they decided
on a covert search with themselves as the search
committee aided by a New York consulting firm
(presided over by a UNM graduate whom you
know}. Expectations soared again. Now wewould
really get the ·president the University so needed.
Even the Chairman of the Regents boasted about
the well-known names in the pool of over 200
candidates.
Then the Regents named you. There was silence. The reaction was variously one of disappointment, anger, cynicism, even hilarity. On
hearing your name, someone suggested you were
a computer. But you were an unknown and most
ofthe immediate criticism of the appointment was
directed against the Regents. But after you fibbed
about your relationship with Robert Cox, the head
of the consulting firm that recomm~nded you to
the Regents, questions began to ar'ise about the
suitability of your appointment. Particularly

m~morable is your comment about being surprised that Cox even remembered you. Yet I have
it from several sources here with eastern contacts
that you and Cox are in fact friends.
The reasons for the opposition to you, other
than an absence of candor, is that you are deficient
in those areas so pertinent in the choice of a uni·
varsity president: scholarship, upper level management experience, academic involvement. Let
me deal with each.
Scholarship. I have found it impossible to obtain
a copy of your vita. Apparently Henry Jaramillo
has the only copy in New Mexico. You are not in
Who's Who. So I went to the Social Science Cita·
tion Index where virtually all articles and book
reviews in professional journals in the social sciences are listed alphabetically by author. Citations
of authors are listed in another section. This is
what I found. In the decade 1974-1983 there is not a
single listing of an article or book review by you in
a professional journal. As to citations under your
name in this decade, you were cited five times. In
all cases the citations were to your 1961 PhD dis·
sertation. Nothing else was cited. This is indeed a
rather sparse record fora PhD economist almost a
quarter of a century after his degree.
Upper-Level Managerial Experience. You have
never held an upper-level managerial position. At
this point in your life you are a middle-level bank
economist. That's fine. But without other qualifies·
tions this is hardly an appropriate occupational
background for a university president.
Academic Involvement. You haven't been in·
valved in a university for 17 years. And when you
were, your position was a minor one. In the absence of a record of scholarship or research or
upper level management, this is a lack in your
background that is critical.
Compare your background with that of two of
your fellow economists of about your age who are
presidents of universities in neighboring states. I
enclose the Who's Who entries of Arnold R. Weber, President of the University of Colorado, and
Jack R. Nelson, President of Arizona State University. Both exemplify the kind of career pattern a
President of UNM should have.
If the Regents should be foolhardy enough to
formalize your appointment on Sept. 4,1 hope you
will have the courage and humility not to accept.
Richard F. Tomasson- Professor of Sociology
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,-,All we know abour the man is
what we read in a press release and
what Jaramillo (president of the r!!·
gents) told us, which wasn't much
more," said one dean. "I'd hate to

ISNOf~.

\

make a statement on the man before
I've even met him.''
"I have not been able to talk to
anyone in Washington who knows
him personally," said another. "All
the information I have is second- or
third-hand, and it's an negative. It
bothers me because even if only half
of what I've heard is true, it's painting a gloomy picture of what is to
come of this University."
The Council of Deans, attempting
to improve the situation, met A\lg.
11, two days after the regents made
the announcement, and requested a
meeting with Elac. The deans are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m.
Wednesday with Elac i.n a closed
meeting.
Chris Garcia, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, speculated that
the meeting would focus on "getting
to know Elac: to learn more about his
views on the University, the role of
the faculty and the general direction
in which he is headed,"
Gerald W. May, dean of the College of Engineering, said he would
have liked to have seen a selection
process that was more ''collaborative."

Rebolledo is new director
of UNM women's studies
By Kristie Jones
The women's studies program at
the University of New Mexico has a
new director this year.
Tcy Diana Rcbolledo said she had
a number of plans for the program,
including • 'mainstreaming''
women's studies into the general

day," she .said. "The productivity
and creativity levels are way up, and
it's just wonderful. But women, as
topics in classrooms, are ignored or
quickly passed over - which is
where our computer grant comes
in.'~

Robelledo earned her master's degree at UNM in 1962 in the Latin
American studies program. She
earned her Ph.D. in Spanish from
the University of Arizona at Tucson
in 1979. She worked at the Universi·
ty of Nevada in Reno from 1979 to
her appointment in Albuquerque.
~

:~Student

"There are ways of selecting n
president that arc open and there arc
ways of selecting a president that are
closed, or a combination of the two,
and any of these can work effectively," he said.
The regents hired PA Executive
Search Group to l1elp conduct the
search in February and has met with
dissent from faculty, staff and stu·
dents, as to the closed manner in
which it was conducted.
However, Carman Bliss, dean of
the College of Pharmacy, said,
"first of all, it's up to the regents as
to how they wish to choose their
presidllnt. It's up to them to do as
they see fit. The way they went about it has raised some hackles, but it
is the opposite of their method in
choosing Perovich, I'm willing to
hold judgment until 1 get a better
chance to interact with him (Eiac),"
Donald McRae, dean of the College of Fine Arts, said he had been
told that the pool of candidates contained. 53 applicants, all of ~hom
had previous experience as universi·
ty presidents. "My question is how
Elac, whose only university experience outside of being a student was
as a lecturer for two years in Bcr·
keley 17 years ago. How can such a
man emerge as a finalist from such a
pool?"
However, Dean of Students
Karen Glaser said, "The regents had
specific ideas in mind, and he must .
have met them. The unknown, of
course, is anxious-making, but I
think change is good - it's
healthy.''
TI1e general feeling among those
deans who did not comment was that
they did not want to make a comment on the situation that "might
bias" the meeting with Elac on
Wednesday.
Elac is e1tpccted to be confirmed
by the regents Sept. 4, and take over
Jan. 1, 1985, from retiring President
John Perovich,

~

Veteran's

~~Association
Situated in the Basement
~~

-~
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:~ of the SUB - Am. 24
·.~
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First
Meeting
.
Thursday, Aug. 23, 1984

••

:~
7:30p.m.
.~Upstairs In the SUB, Rm. R-213C & D

Tey Diana Rebolledo

'

cutriculum. '"Mainstreaming
Feminist Education with Library
ComputerAssistance'isthenameof •
our grant," she said.
'
The $6,000
grantfor
came
from the
Southwest
Institute
Research
on

Membership Open to Vets and Non-Vets

"~

~

Part-Time Jobs Available

,•

Community service projects performed
Freecottee•ncl donuts 1"

,•

•t

_.

DO YOU WANT TO FLY?

Face It. you've always wonted to llyi Many or us hove
had the feeling . . and for some it has never gone away
if you hove thai feeling. then you're In luck. Air Force ROTC
Flight lnsfruclion Program (FIP) is available to you. if's do·
signed lo teach you the basics of flight through flying lessons
In small aircraft at o civilian operated flying school.
The program is on EXTRA for cadets who con qualify to be·
come Air Force pilots through Air Forc!l ROTC. Token during
the senior year In college, FiP is the first step for the cadet who
is going on to Air Force jet plloi training otter graduation.
This is ail reserved for the cadet who wonfs to get his life .off
the ground ... with Air Force silver pitol wings. Check 11 out to·
day.

Contact:

Capt Dean Loucel

Air Force ROTC
Phone: 277-4602

BOTC

Golewoy to a great way of life.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS!!
Get involved - represent the
Graduate Student Association
on the following important
faculty committees:
Admissions & Registration
Athletic Council
Campus Planning
Community Education
Computer Use
Curricula Committee
Human Subjects
Library

Research Policy
Student Standard~ & Grit'vances
International Affairs
Intramural & Recreation Board
NM Union Board
Spe<~kers Committee
Student Publications Board
University Radio Committee

And we need
committee members
For these GSA committees:
Finance Committee
Special Projects &
Speakers Committee
Public Affairs committee

Judiciary Committee
Student Research
Allocations Committee

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
BEING A GRADUATE STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE
CALL US AT 277·3803
OR STOP BY OUR OFFICE
IN ROOM 200 OF THE NM UNION

·~~~~~the~~S~tu~del~n~t~Y,~ete~,.~n~a~Offlce~~~w~•~k~o~f~A~ua~·~·~20s·~~-~~-~~=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=::=:=:::::::::::::::::==:=::::::=~

Women.
The grant will eventually enable
instructors from other depanments
to find material on women in various
fields, Rebolledo said. For example,
if an instructor were teaching
medieval history, the compute.r
would point out the materials that
contain information on the roles
women played.
Rebolledo has also been hired as
an associate professor in modem and
classical languages and will teach
Spanish. She said she hopes the
women's studies program would re·
fleet her interest in Spanish and Chi·
cano culture through a new emph·
asis on Southwestern women.
"Women's studies has always
been strong on muliteultu.ral and
mutiracial women and thc•r prob•
lems "she said. "Ithink we should
focu~ on what this area's really tich
in· and since there are so many stu·
d~nts doing research, we're going to
try to 'network' with all the groups
possible.''
Rebollcdosaid she was concerned
with keeping the program open to all
women. "Women's studies has always been broadly based,'' she sai~.
,as had a solid content acadcmr·
catly, and we're going.to strengthen
that academic foundation.
"Women's scholarship is the
most exciting thing happening tO·
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A~UHM

,__Mon-=-~r-lday~BHt~I~GIID8:R
8am-9pm
Saturdays

CEHTE_•....,______.....,

10am-4pm

Located in north SUB basement

2n-so31

Color Copier
2 New Self-Service Copiers with 11x17paper
Typewriter Rentals Now Available

ADVERTiliNCi .SERVICE
Resumes, Papers, Tables....

Layout, Lettering, Logos ....
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Public's advice wanted

Teleconference network
to broadcast hot topics
Suicide, sexual abuse of children, and political campaign milnagemcnt arc
program topics being considered for broAdcast during the next several months
by the Continuing Education and Community Services division at the University of New Mexico.
"We Arc trying to bring in timely topics via satellite communications,"
said Rupert Trujillo, dean of the division,.
Trujillo added. "We arc asking the public to call us to help us decide what
programs come on board."
The University is a member of the Nutionul University Teleconference
Network. Through the network. members can reach national audiences with
audio, satellite-video and computers. The system allows the University to
expand continuing education programs, collaborate and develop professional
opportunities for faculty and stuff. work with ind11strics and other public and
private groups, and share programs they originate.
Trujillo said, ''It would be immensely helpful 'to us if interested persons
would call to let us know exactly what kinds of topics they would like to Jearn
about via teleconferences."
He encourages "individuals, as well as public and private businesses and
Julie
groups, to calL"
Trujillo said the UNM division works closely with "KNME-TV (Channel Ti'he
ma•..h•"ng band prepares 10r the upcoming football season in an early afternoon
5), UNM's Instructional Media Services and other departments and offices
•••
....
"
on campus" to make the teleconfercnc;es available to the public.
practice.
Th~cs~qo~red~riqt~E~ol~Mi~lu~··Th~~~yU~-~-----------------------------------,
for 1985; Strength Power Symposium: Performance and Health Improve-~
m~nt Through Weight Training; and Designing for Manufacturability," he
:11
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KURT'S

Albuquerque"s
Best Card
Selection

Marta,a's

BODY BUENO
.
Sl)qJ

CA-MERA CORRAL

Outrageous Jewelry
Natural Cosmetics 8r Bath Products
Lingerie (luxurious)

Records & Tapes

12th
Anniversary
Sale

for
EVERYTHING IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

Tbe Finest
Men's
Shaving Aids

3105 Central NE 81106

I

oun
All Regular $7.99 List
LPs and Casseffes

2 for $13
Higher Price LPs and
Casseffes: $1 Off with
purchase of two

Featuring these new CBS releases

ASK FOR YOUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT

r • ·-· ---·-- . - . - -- -

-~---

-~

'

-

~~

JACKSONS
VICTORY

mttudlnli
51t11CI 01 StiOtlo./Wllilllorlllle

~!Iii (.a'ft'!'~. Co,.,.,,

De Nl)l Al,.,aVti.llt"!e Hull

255·1122

$5.99 LP or Cassette

$6.69 LP or CasseHe

"A STUDENT SERVICE"
located In the SUB basement
between Casa del Sol
and the Games Area
Director • Dorothy Delgadillo

{~-------~~~~---~-~-·~~;.--~-·

~

(
"
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CBS Nice Price LPs $3.99
Full time student FREE Part time student $5 General Public $7.50
Memberships need to be renewed each semester. Your membershiP includes use
of all faciloties and basic instruction.

Many famous artists Including:

)

-· -~

FACILITIES
POnERY
4 potters wheels for throwing
hand extruder and molds for handbuilding
wide variety of clays and glazes to choose from (clay prices ranging
from .15 to .30 per I)Ound)
assorted tools at low prices
3 electric kilns
BlACK & WHITE PHOTO lAB
darkroom for film processing (.75 per roll)
darkroom for printing (.75 per hour)
!2 Seseler enlargers with 50, 75 or 1OOmm lenses
for members only, we sell b&w film and paper
price inCludes chemicals, tanks, reels, graduates, easel, ...

JEWElRY
lapidary equipment
copper enameling
rouge and tripoli wheels
kiln and acetylane tank

EMIOSSOGRAPH SIGNS
we take orders for almost any kind of sign you need

r1i'! HI!WLI!TT

a:~ PACKARD

Go Back To SchooL••
With A Hewlett-Packard Calculator

Jeff Beck
Elvis Costello
Miles Davis
Bob Dylan
Simon and Garfunkel
Don HickS

Sale Ends
Sunday, August 26

Janis Joplin
Lene Lovich
Psychedelic Furs
Santana
· PeterTosh
Hundreds of Other Artists

Hewlett·l'ackard cakulators.. .lor Science, Engineering, Business, or Finance.

Buy Yours Today at HOLMANS!
lt~t

Hl' 1tC
4

HJi..12C i\d\·,lnu•tf Ftn.lnu,ll J'"rtt}{r.lmM.1b1C' .......••..••••. t21.J'.''
HP..15C Adv.lth,(id s~lt'nhfll f'tt1_qf,ltl'\n1d.hlc• wnh M,il(Rt'S .•• 1-ZO<'•'
HI'·-16C JlmF,r.lrnn1.lbl(• fM tumpuf('f 'Si.1N1w ...••.•. - ...• no-·-·
Hl'~4ltV AJ"·.tru<'d t'w~~t.thlriMblt• ,\fph-.1ilun·wm ••..•.•.... 22.5-'•
,.,. •• ,.... Adv,\nt.td l'tn~t.lmnuble v.-1th Extt'nd<>d funt. ttnns .•• 325·'•'
HP-IIZIMA C1td R,•,,J,·r .
. ....................... ids···
HP-8214JA P<inl<·r .................................... 3~5···
HNIZISJA <1ro~t.1l W,nd . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ........ 125•''
HP·97 l'h•sklup. Pn,~r~Htun.tblc ...................•••••.••• ';'So<-·'
HP·7tll H.mdhcl<l C\Ompultr ........................... 525•''

Hours: 10·9 Mon-Sat
11·8 Sunday

~

.!\d't.~ntM ·~m·ntiht l'r,~.~t'<tniit!lNt• .........•. ~ •. -;;:;:,

67~
Qi~l('i
C)qm.t

.••190'-l
1894'
2.1'Sl'l(l

165""
.325•"
111"
600C\I
475"'

~£!:uot\l

119 Harvard SE
255-8295

·~

·~

(across from Hippo Ice Cream)

HOURS
To 8e Posted

"; t' :

S•l" Ends q.30·84 - Prices Subjr;cl h> Change
Quantities limited

WORKSHOPS
ft,litrcomblng, pl11lttmllks1 soldering, stontculllng, copptren•~MIIng, perttl"n lni1VI1 blilttity, lrMillttinll

ballll. sl/~en, ba1/e bl~rlt lltd wh/it p/rOIOgtlpfrV 1nd much more I

For More Details, call or stor:; by and see us1
Phone ~77·6544

~.<27~~~~~~~~~

HOLMAN'S~
<iD'I WVOMINIINE
ALBUIIUIEAiaUE,I\I.M, 8711!3
!JDII.I!!J!J.7BB1
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Changes~ in concert promotion business affect PEC's productivity
fly Lydia Piper
Today·~

que~twn is:
Lawrcn~:e Wclk's

trivia

What do Van
band have in

llalcn ttnd
nnnrnon'! <choose one)
Al Both have charismatic leaders.
B) Hoth perform snappy tunes.
(' l Both have been booked at one time by
the A~sociated Students of UNM Popular Entertainment Committee.
Anyone answering A or IJ thinks Van Halcn
ts an accordion player or that Lawrence Wclk
JUSt made a video. The correct answer, of
~ourse, is C. Buried in tht: files of the ASUNM
offices is the proof that both bands were once
booked by PEC.
True, only 3 percent of the student b\Jdy
;~ttcnded the L<twrence Wclk show, and Van
Hal en wasn't the "super-group" it is today.
But PEC at one time had an unlimited budget,
wa~ respected by the school administration
and student body, and was involved in a variety of entertainment projects.
But that is all history. Today PEC has been
glVl'll a budget of .$23,600 (down from last
year's $46,000); the administration will not let
It .wlt'-promote any shows unless ASUNM is
wllling to cover possible losses with its own
funds (i.e., from tutorial programs, duplicat·
In!! center. etc.), and the student body is tired
ol rending about PEC politics ~- most just
don't L'arc.
It is senseless to try to point .a finger at uny
one person or event for PEC' s present condition. It is the result of many factors occurring
over the past I 0 years in the concert promotion
business, as well as in the UNM athletic program. In other words, thinj:\S l1avc changed.
-~

~

•~

~

PEC was originally created to help coordinate ~hows thut involved more than $1()0 at
UNM. In the '60s and '70.s, concerts were
considered a sure moncy-maker, and everyone wanted in on the action.
"Everybody thought that concert prumotion was 'the pot of gold ;tt the end of a
rainbow,"' said Gary Golden, nssistnnt dean
of students and PEC adviser. ''Many student
groups and even school departments said, 'If
we sponsor this concert, we can make a lot of
money.' But a lot of people got burned."
PEC provided a stable atmosphere in which
entertainment could be brought to UNM. lt
arranged facility bookings, controlled ticket
sales and helped promote shows. As the administrative link, the Student Activities office
negotiates all contracts.
"PEC was extremely succcsssful when it
first started," Golden said. "If you take a look
at the first five or six years PEC was in business, it made a significant amount of money.
It was able to buy spotlights at $10,000
apiece, as well liS other sound equipment."
Records support Golden's statement. In a
1977 letter fmlli Tom Hogg Ill, then assistant
dean of students, to M;trvin "Swede" John·
son, Hogg outlined PEC's profits from Oct. !,
1971, through July I. 1977. Of the $2.4 mil·
lion in gross reccJpts made on 80 concerts,
ASUNM made a profit of $109,672; UNM
made a profit of$57.396 plus a $60,000 profit
for the University concessionaire.
But PEC had several things going for it at
that time. To begin with, the concert promotion field was not the competitive entcl]lrise it
is today, There were fewer dependable promtors in the area, and UNM had a better chance
~~=·~-----~.-·-~---.....,.__~c--~·~~---~~--~

of attracting group> b!!causc of the guarantee
of payment for the bands.
Today PEC competes wit~ local promoters
like Big River Corp .. Fcylme Presents, und
Beaver Productions - all of which have
gained good reputations over the years ar.d put
on most of Albuquerque's con~erts. Mo~t ta"
lent agents would rather work WJth established
professionals than with a group of students,
said Golden. Jn fact, today, PEC usually opts
to co-promote with Big River and Fcyline
instead of producing its own sh.ows. Anoth~r
factor is that the UNM athlettc program IS
more developed now than it was in the '70s;
consequently, fewer dates arc available ~t the
''Pit" and Johnson Gym (Johnson Gym •s no
longer available because of the recent remodeling).
But one of the ;most significant factors in the
decline of PEC is the change in the stage
.setups over the years: In the '70s, it was common for groups to "stack sound," that is to
place speakers on top of each other. Today,
groups prcferto ''fly sound," which is to hang
speakers from the ceiling or other appropriate
structure.
Unfortunately, the "Pit" is not designed to
accommodate such practices and therefore
cuts down on the number of shows that can be
booked.
"Five years ago, nobody flew sound,"
Golden said. "Now all of the artists prefer to
hang sound. Some arc willing to stack it, but
many refuse to; even when it is possible."
Both the present PEC chainnan, Gene Hill,
and past chairman Clarence Montoya, agree
that the inabilty to fly sound in the "Pit"is a
major reason many shows don't get booked.
--;;;;;.~~;;--~
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~OXY r<t;~Lt;CTIONS

is
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Choose your 1mpress ons
from various selections
here at Foxy Reflections

Shampoo, Haircut, and Style $10.00
Haircut & Perm $35.00
Cellophane, Henna $15.00

Qa.m. 1o 6p.m.
Across from UNM
Walkins Welcome

FREE SUB
Buy any sub at regular price
and receive second of equal
or lesser value FREE

Between Pennsylvania & Wyoming
1

Call ahead for faster service

I

I

Open 1 days a week

0

_gOA.I
~

i

·o 0
0

O

limit one coupon per customer

expires: 8·31·84

I
I

I

l---------------------------------~---------------------------------1,

266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE
Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

I

of a Hamburger ($1.30 or •ore)
$0.60 value
expires 8·27-84

Frontier Restaurant

0

.

NEWS LAND
BOOKSTORE

FRONTIER

BAGEL

Snafu

JEWISH RESTAURANT AND DELI!

Jim Cooney is no longer the
Univcrsty of New Mexico alumni
director. Steve Ross is acting
director.

A FuU Seruice New York Kosher Style
Restaurant & Deli Hqs Come To Albuquerque
Hot corned beef & pastrami

Asst. smoked fish
Home-made chopped liver
All the other great Eastern foods
You've been craving

---------------

•••••••••••••••••••••••

..

CHICKEN

~

l

1830 Lomas NE
242·2181

........________________

Display Advertising
More Than 150
Typefaces Available

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

I

0

Reg. $2.59 Save .60

1830 Lomas NE 4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho)
4700 Menaul NE 10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW 11200 Montgomery NE (In Eldorado Sq.)

·a 0
0

I

CJII

-- Bar-D-Que
--- ·---------------------·
Sandwich
z•
expires 8·27·84

6 Fries Special
52.50
or

_g 0

!

_g A. I

.>:I 1

2 Tacos 6 Small Soft Drink 8 0 I

$2.1___________
Q
191lP..II
..........liiiiiiiiill"iiiiliiii"••••-----------------..•.•,..,..••••••-...................
.._____
_
University & Central

Large stock of computer mags. and manuals

Largest selection of magazines in the university area. Good selection of sci-fi and
other paperbacks.

)

2 omelettes for the price of 1
J

fyfonday-FrJday, 9-11 AM only Thtu Labor Day

1016 Juan Tabo NE ·
(Juan Tabo Square)

131 Marron Halt
- 277·5658

9-9 7 days/week
298-7600

9 a.m.-9 p.m. everyday
2112 Central SE
(Across from UNM)

•••••••••••••••••••••••

UNM by

coupon.expires: SeptemberG,
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Eatry fee: $5 before Oct. 1, $6 after Oct. 1.
Male and female,
A. . Divlaloas: 1 mile run for all ages.
7 kilometer run: 10·14, 15-19, 20·29,
30-39, 40·49, 50·59,. 60 and older.

f'!JluJou.'n!l

Lite Beel' from Miller
Presents the 7th Annual
Homecoming Bun..
The Homecoming Run has three chief objectives:
• to s11pport the spirit and tradition of Homecoming•
• to ral!le money for the UNM's Child Care Center.
• to Invite over 1500 people to have fun with
physical fitness.
.
.
.
.
.·
All runners will receive free t·shirts. Certificates will be
given to all those who finish the race. These. can be picked
up at the end of the race or they will be mailed.
Retlatratlon:
By Mail: use attached form.
In person: At the UNM Child Care Center
1210 University Blvd. NE
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Every effort will be made to make this an enjoyable run:
adequate traffic control, aid stations, and time calls each
mile.
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UNM CHILD CARE CENTER
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Late registration begins at 9:30 p.m. in front of the UNM
President's house (situated on the northeast corner of Yale
and Rom a). The Fun Run and 7 Kilometer run start at 10:30
p.m. at the president's house. The time has been changed
this year to allow the run to be included in the Homecoming
celebration to Invite alumni to run with students to build the
UNM community.
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Lite beer fro• Miller is a proud sponsor of
the 7th Annual Ho•ecoming Bun
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La Nana's
Mexican
Food

Out of State Papers, Schaums Outlines,
Monarch and Area test guides, Monarch
and Cliff notes.

~

1
I

---------------------------------·
2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken z I
0
$1.99
Sa. I
>:II
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II FREE French Fries _go
I
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I with this eoupon and the Purchase ~ ::» 1
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ii to life's important questions.
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GOLDEN FRIED

-

.·ti .o·ascover some answers

-::- .....
1
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.................................................................................................................................

New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily
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8019 Menaul i9i-3800
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B & B Subs
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have a chance to meet blac .,
although a date has not been set. The
A student coalition called the Stucoalition is expected to meet with
dents Alliance for a Responsive U.niElac while he visits UNM next
versity has outlined a list of comweek. Elac is scheduled to arrive
plaints which they plan to pxesent
" ••• THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE"
sometime Wednesday.
during a tentative meeting with
CaiTillo said that although he is a
fOHNB:3Z
selected University of New Mexico
senator, the group "is in no way
President John Elac next week.
affiliated with ASUNM."
The group was fonned shortly af''I am a student representative,"
ter the appointment "to express
he said. "Through this group, l feel
what seems to be the discontent of all
that I should serve as a vehicle for
Enroll in an accredited Bible course at lhe Christian Student Center.
students over the presidential search
students to voice their concerns in
and selection process," said spokesmatters not related to ASUNM."
•
FALL COURSES
man AI Carrillo, Associated StuCarrillo said, however, that he
Bible 14J2 NT Greek
8:00 - 9:30 a.m. MW
dents of the University of New Mexdocs sec the regents' reason for hirBible 3382 Sutvey of Church History, part 2
9:30- ll:OO'a.m·. MW
ico senator.
ing an outside firm to conduct the
Bible 3359 Gospel of John
9:30 • 11:00 cua. TTH
AI Carrillo
Bible 336.f Hebrews
Among the eight-point list of
6:30 • 9:30p.m. Tuea.
search but strongly disagrees with
complaints are; "the complete takes to run a university.
Fee $10,00 per course
the way it was conducted.
Registration at Cluislian Student Ce[lter
secrecy" in which the search was
''Running a bank is different than
By not allowing more university
or at first class meeling
conducted; Blac' s close association running a university," he said.
input and possibly violating the open
with Bob Cox (president of the firm
Elac is currently chief of the meetings act (interviewing Elac and
that conducted the search); the lack General Studies Division of the In- other candidates in Denver and by
of input from the university com- ter-American Development Bank in conducting the search conference on
munity during the search; and Elac's Washington, D.C.
the telephone), "they violated their
lack of academic qualifications.
The Student Alliance wants not own position," he said.
"We think that the regents could only an explanation of what occurThe organization is currently
have made a better choice,'' he said. red but also a meeting with Elac, made up of more than I00 individual
"We think they made the wrong Carrillo said.
students and student organizations.
one,-''
Carrillo also said he was under the
~For more information contact
Carrillo also said that although impression that the coalition would 277-7383.
Elae is qualified in managerial
skills, he lacks the experience it

~~

coupon expires September 30, 1984
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By Harrison Fletcher

I

~OXY r<t;J=LI;CTIONS

Exclusive 15% Discount to UNM
Students---All Year longll
2000 Central SE

Another change that affects PEC's productivity
the yearly turnover in the student
government and, inevitably, the PEC chairman. Montoya said that having a constant
change in personnel produces an unstable
atmosphere that talent agents don't like to deal
with.
This is compounded over the years, as the
position of PEC chairm:In has been used as a
political carrot for a competing president who
usually designates .his campaign manager to
the job. And, although many chairmen have
done their best, most lack the knowledge and
experience to successfully manage something
as fluctuating as the entertainment field, This
·causes bad judgment in financial decisions.
"You can never tell in this business," Golden said. "Take for example the Rush concert, a year ago Rush sold out in one show at
'J'ingley and 6,000 tickets at a second show the
next night. This year they come in and only
sell3,800 tickets. Fey line lost a bundle on that
one.''
This kind of gamble, plus the fact there are
fewer opportunitcs these days to make up losses, has caused PEC to acquire deficits of up to
$20,000. But with a budget of $23,600 and
lacking the support of the administration, it is
unlikely the present PEC chairman will have
the opportunity to self-promote any big shows
this semester.
Part two of this series will take a look at
New Mexico State University's Student
Events Program, which is considered one of
the finest college concert programs in the
country. Part three on Wednesday will explore
what directions PEC should cake in the coming
years.

_____ ..; _____________________ _
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Winners will be announced at halftime during the Home•
coming game.
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Race Director: Cisco Garcia.
Race Course monitored, directed and secured by UNM
Veterans Association. Race finish results by UNM business
fraternity.
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For more information contact the UNM Child Care
Center. 1210 Unlver•lty Blvd. Or call 277-5817/
2'77·5819.
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Bicycle auction a first at UNM
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By Harrison Fletcher

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO :rAKE A COURSE!

John Schoeppner, president of the
Associ!lted Students of the University of New Mexico, discontent with
the presidential search process and
with the selection of John Elac, said
Thursday in an interview with the
New Mexico Daily Lobo, "l feel
used.''
Schoeppner elaborated on his
Aug. 13 Daily Lobo editorial, in
which he suggested that the regents
had used him as a "rubber stamp" to
legitimize their choice.
"I don't think what I said (recommendations or opinions) meant anything," he said Thursday.
Schoeppner also said that out of
more than 200 applicants, he and
committee members representing
UNM were able to interview only
two finalists for 18 minutes each.
"I don't think that was adequate
time to interview someone and make

ws

101.001 n 12:(10-1:45pm
P.etornlng Wom11o swdeots
182.400 M 4:30-6:20pm
1\educlng Moth Amdety
W5 200.001 TT 11:00om-12:15pm
lotro to Women Studl11s
WS 231.001 MWF 11:00·11:50om
Lo Chl~ono
WS 279 400 T 6:.:10-9: 15pm
A Literature of Identity
and Commitment
WS ().:11 001 MWF 12:00-12:50pm
Ti)lrd World Women
WS 3()5.001 MW ():00-4:15pm
Helerosexlsm and the
Oppression of Women:
(TiJe Lesbian Experien~e)
W5 ()()9,001 T 6:30-9:15pm
Woman Abuse
.:179.002 n 2:00 3:15pm
Immigrant Wom11n
WS 498.001 to be orronged
Field Experienc11
WS 239.0011T 9:30·10:45om
Economics of feminism
Hlsr 544.001 W 3:30·6:15pm
Seminar on rile History
of Women
Wpmen and Low I
Poll Sci.J00.002 TH 6:()0-9: 15
History of Women's
Hlst ()30,001 MWF 1:00·1:50pm
1\ights Movement
Psychological
Ed Fndns 466.001/586.001 MW ():00-4: 15pm
Development of
Women
Ed Fndns593.002 M 6:(10-9: 15
Foundations of Women's
Studies
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Our Instructors Averaged 5. 28 on the 6 point ICES Student Evaluation Scale In 1982-83
Call277 -3854 or stop by at the Women. Studies Program Office, 233 Marron Hall for more Information.

By Kristie Jones
New students and some who have
been here before may find themselves without transportation this

semester. If they do, then the University of New Mexico police may
be able to help.
Officer Pete James said a bicycle
auction will be held Thursday at 2

Move up to the TI-66. The easy 512 step programmable.

repetitive math rrohlcms quickh·. easilv
and with fewer kcvstmkcs than vou
thought po:-sibk·. It> 'ilZ mer<!r,lprn·
!!~lilt stt•ps ;in,! over 170 bw!t 111

.m"t -.t~tt·.n...:~Ii
!: r p ·\\t.'ttttl ~-h ~~r;H~I·-

~t_'ICtltlfl,·. l~Ilt~tnl'r..·rin:
1l.1~ 11.. h r:~ t1uk-..·

a strong recommendation," he said,
Schoeppner also said he was told
by two regents that he would be able
to review additional applicants. "I
requested to see more," he said,
"butJ was kept in the dark. I was not
satisfied with the two finalists, and
although I cannot speak for the other
committee members, I don't think
they were either."
Schoeppner also said that he has
regrets that he kept his word in main·
taining silence about the search pro·
cess .
"1 think I should have been
allowed to consult with my constituents," he said. "I think input
would have helped.''
Although he said hiring a professional search firm to aid in the process was a "good idea," Schoeppner said the secrecy surrounding the
process strongly influenced the regents' choice. "Given the way the
whole thing evolved, I don't see

Officer Pete James stands amidst a myriad of bicycles that will be offered up for auction
Thursday at 2 p.m. on the mall.

Is your calculator in the same
class you are?
You're illto higher math and wur old
calculator helped get you there.
But now its time for something more.
The Tl-66 from Texas Instruments. The
Tl-66 offers full progmmmi11A power and
flexibility s<1 you car1 solve complex. and

feel used'

20% OFF

Shoeppner denounces search
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p.m. on the north side of the Student
Union Building.
James said the bikes are "recovered, unclaimed property'' that
have all been found on the UNM
campus. "Either the owners didn't
come forward, or we have been unable to locate them," said James.
The campus police must hold
bikes for a minimum of90 days and,
in this case, James said, most have
been in storage for much longer.
This is the first year the UNM
police have held the auction. Reco·
vercd property was previously
turned over to the Albuquerque
Police Department and then au·
ctioned off. James said that if this
auction goes well, other bicycle auctions may take place in the future.
Of the 23 bikes the police plan to
sell, a $25 minimum is set on only
five or six of them, he said. A few
have a $15 minimum, but the test arc
"pretty much open," he added.
The majority of the bikes are 10speeds, and, with one exception, all
are in "fairly good shape." James
said one bicycle has a badly bent
front wheel and can be considered
for "parts," but, aside from this, the
auction will not handle bike accessories.
All proceeds will go to the UNM
General Fund.
Students will be able to view the
bikes an hour before the auction
starts.
Police will set up a registration
booth where new owners can register their bikes. In addition. a reg·
istration booth will be open today,
Wednesday and Friday on the mall
between Mitchell and Ortega halls.
On Tuesday, the booth will move to
the east side of the Basic Medical
Sciences Building on the north cam·
pus, James said.
Registering bicycles with the
police is optional, but it is easier to
recover stolen property if the depart·
mcnt has a record of it.

mony.

how the regents could have made a
different choice," he said in reference to Elac's apparent lack of qualifications .
However, Schoeppner said only
time will tell if Elac will make a
good UNM president. but he said he
is "not looking that far ahead."
"First we'll have to see if the
search process was legitimate," he
said. "If it's not, tlien he (Ehtc)
shouldn't be here."
Schoeppner said all who arc upset
with the presidential search and
selection process should remain
vocal and not be ''afraid to voice
their displeasure."
Schoeppner also said he plans to
propose an amendment to the state
Legislature that would place a student voting member on the Board of
Regents, "It is the first step in making the regents more accountable to
their university," he said.

Also used blcyles

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP
BICYCLE
268·5697
300 Yale SE (3 biKs. south of UNMl

Student Health Center
Pharmacy

• For all your Pharmacy needs
• Personalized professional Rx service for students.

We Fill Prescriptions
from Any Licensed Physician
• Medication counseling
• Competitive pricing
Come In and Check Us Out
Uostairs, Student Health Center, Room 206, 277·6306

Lobo Display Ads
Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, Monday·
Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

1/2

off

Mike Bernam spends a warm afternoon practicing his jug·
gling near the duck pond.

2 FOR 1

Developing and Printing
(C-41 Process)

Double Prints
(C-41 Process)

Good for 110, 126, 35mm or Disc
color print film. Coupon must
accompany order. Limit one roll!
disc per coupon.

Get a second set of prints FREE when
we develop and print your 110, 126,
35mm and Disc color print film.

Not valid with other offers,
Good thru 8/30/84

Limit one rollfdlsc per coupon.
limit one coupon per customer pet day.
Not valid with other offers. Good 8/30/84

Available at Alphagraphlcs. University & Lomas
Alphagraphlcs. 4th & Roma
Alphagrophlcs, 4th & Griegos

The College of Arts and Sciences
now offers an

Undergraduate Major in BIOCHEMISTRY
leading to graduate work
and careers in

Association picks
UNM professor
as division head
Henry Ellis of the University of
New Mexico has been appointed as
the new president of a division of t~e
American Psychological Assocta·
tion.
Dr. Ellis, who jUst completed a
nine-year term as UNM's psycholo·
gy department chairman, will head
the APA's division of experimental
psychology,
.
Ellis is returning to full·tlltl.c
teachin" and research at UNM tht'
fall. Hi~ wnrk is in hum:m learning.
memory and cognitive psychology.
He has abo recently studi<!d the
et'fcctof one's emotional slate on the
memory, incluuing eyewitness tcsti·

List price on
Puch & selected
Bertin bicycles

MEDICINE • DENTISTRY • BIOCHEMISTRY
VETERINARY MEDICINE
CliNICAl CHEMISTRY • CLINICAL NUTRITION
BIOTECHNOLOGY • HIGH SCHOOL.
SCIENCE TEACHING
Rupert A. Truiillo
Rupert A. Trujillo: dean of
continuing educatiOn, and
associate professor of education·
al foundations, was left out of the
"universty deans" section of~he
Aug. 13 issue of the New Mextco
Daily Lobo.

Dally Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results

For details please contact
Professor Robert loftfield
277·3333

Basic Med. Sci. Bldg.
Rm 249
If possible, a prospective candidate should take math 163·163 (or 182·183 or172·1731 and c:hem
131•132 (or 121·122) in the freshman year, Ihen chern 301·3041 (or :107·3101) and phys•cs 151-1541
(or 160·1631) in the sophomnte year.
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Arts

Arts
Crafts Area director enthusiastic about season
By R..J. Olivas
Dorothy Delgadillo is not to be
outdone.
In her post as director of the
ASUNM Crafts Area she has found
a niche where she can make things
happen. For close to three years Delgadillo has man<Jged the business
affairs of the student-run, non-profit
organization.

And during those years the Crafts
Area has come of age. One can find a
generous and unusual assortment of
activities taking place there six days
a week. Instruction in ceramics,
black and white photography, jewel·
ry, silversmithing, batik, basketry,
and scrimshaw (a specialized sort of
ivory carving) is offered to any student who wishes to learn.
''We have kilns for our people

FREE

CAMPUS POSTER
with the Purchase of anv laree beveraee

working with clay and plaster, and
have the facilities for people working with copper, trying enameling
and porcelain," says Delgadillo.
''There arc a lot of really good people here,'' she continues with the
marked enthusiasm of one who is
fond of her work and the people she
comes into contact with.
Located next to the Union Gallery

in the lower level of the Student Union Building, the Crafts Area has a
.growing reputation among craftspersons throughout New Mexico
and, indeed, the region. Much of
what the Crafts Area is all about is
connected with the Annual ASUNM
Arts and Crafts Fair, sponsored by
the Crafts Area, and held during the
latter part of the fall semester.
"Last year's fair was great," remarks Delgadillo. "We had about
150 booths of arts and crafts people
from throughout New Mexico,"
The fair is known to attract some
of the finest artisans from Cerillos,
Madrid, Magdalena, Santa Fe and,
of course, Albuquerque, They display a varied assortment of wares,
gifts and clothing during a three-day
extravaganza in the SUB Ballroom.
As the fair has expanded it has begun
to incorporate the ''bungalo" area
adjacent to the Ballroom.
"Boy, it's really getting to be
quite a big event," says Delgadillo.
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''I was toolting through the records
from 10 or so years ago <~nd we have
grown immensely," Delgadillo has
every intention of seeing that t)le
progress continues.
Closer to the home front, the
director must manage the daily
affairs of the Crafts Area. While the
physical space at the Crafts Area remains constant, improvements are
on the way.
"One thing I'm trying to do,"
says Delgadillo, "is to improve the
ventilation system, and begin some
general remodeling to make the
space more available for use,'' And
that's because word is getting
around: If you're interested in getting some hands-on experience, or
boning your talent to a keen edge,
the place to go is the Crafts Area.
Excellent instruction in a relaxed
setting, people of similar artistic
persuasions, facilities open to just
about anyone with the urge to create,
all come together to iJrovide what
Delgadillo says is an unequaled
opportunity .
"Not only have we experienced
growth, but so have the stu,dents
who have come through here. In a lot
of ways the Crafts Area has served as
a stepping stone in their careers,"
Delgadillo says the Crafts Area can
offer preparation and encouragement that is fun as well as enlightening. One reason that it's so enjoyable is because none of it is connected to grades.
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TI-66
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engineering, and statistical functions
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Jf you're in classes like Calrulus, Physics, Chemistry, or Dynamics, you're in
for some real challenges.
Breeze through them in a few simple keystrokes with the help of an HP-11 C,
HP·lSC, or HP-41CV! Built-in functions, programming capability, and time-saving features like dedicated keys will help you work smart this term. Next term.
And later, on the job.
Get an HP calculator today.
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Quality products lor the World ol Science, Engineering & Business.

75.00

1100 2nd St. NW • Albuquerque, NM
VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

247-1578

Crafts---

continued from page 14
"We have helped people prepare
their first portfolios, and seen several students mature !() become selfsupporting potters or whatever. It's
been an extremely exciting time for
me too," says the director, Seeing
people ''eventually go off on their
own, branching off into other artistic
areas, and learning from them myself has been very rewarding,'' says
Delgadillo. ''And. then there are students who go in and just fiddle
around- you know, just picking up
a technique or trying to figure something out. We encourage that sort of
thing very much because it's such a
valuable way to learn,"
Basically a service offered to students, the facilities are open to anyone. Membership fees are remarkably reasonable, and membership is
free to full-time students. Expenses
incurred are for supplies for any projects the sttident attempts, Use of
equipment and instruction are in-'
eluded in the basic .membership.
Fees are $5 for part-time students
and $7.50 for non-students.
'
'fi?e operation of the Crafts Area
requ~res more than what is generated
by membership fees. The Crafts
Area is allocated $6,000 from
ASUNM, and some work-study
funds to employ the director and
several instructors. But the staging
of the Arts and Crafts Fair is what
generates much of the funding as
well. as advertising, for the student
serv1ce.
The .fair is a juried show, which
means that anyone interested in
showing and selling work must submit 3Smm slides and a completed
application. Crafts Area personnel
then make their selections for

Gas & Diesel Volkswagens

Factory Tr~lned
prospective artisans, contact them
!'Jld ~rovide aU the necessary reg~
JstratJOn forms and information.
Booth rentals are $50 and $45 for
~I three _days of the fair, with the
h1gherpnced rental entitling the artisan to show work in the Ballroom.
The $45 rental rate is charged for
~oths i~ the adjacent bungalo secbon o~ts1de the Ballroom. Musical
entertainment is provided all three
days from the likes of folk singer Sue
Young and classical guitarist
Anthony Hererra, both of whom
performed at last year's fair.
Beyond that there is the immense
amount of preparation that students
~us~ fo:us on priorJo the fair. Begmmng m September, when the artisans-- nearly half of whom are students - are selected, there begins a
great onrush of activity at the Crafts
Area. "Sometimes tempers get
short," s<~ys Delgadillo, "because
of the number of people working
here, but everyone knows what kind
of pressure everyone else is going
through so it's okay. I'm happy to
sa~ that ~e have a super rapport
gomg on; tt's very friendly,"

12 Years Experience
(JJ

··l/I .
fl ate JlC.(J<Jfed e7ePIJ~ceJ

!fk~, 505-24~.·.4329

.

Ll~~~

~JoeGnego~
Lip SenJce .Announ«mtnls are &vatlable: free of
charge

lo

organlza,tlons

presenting

meetlnga,-

workshopt, and servlce11 lb&t m o[ hlterttt IQ the:
cornmunUy, Please brtna pel11n~nt hifonnatlon

1700 Centml Av~nue SE· • Albuquerque, NM 871 ()4.
1 Block West of University

[dati~, time and place of meeUna (tr eve!ll, pbo~

numbtrand name of person In charae} (o room 1311,

Marron llall, UNM t:ampus, b)' 1 P.m. or lbe day
prior lo ln10r11on, Do/If l.<Jbo policy on Lip Bern« Is

that the tiiDaounumen~ will be .nua the day before Jhf
event and lbe day of tbe event on a space available
basis, Lip Se"lce announcenu:atl will nat be takm
over lhl phone. They must be brou1ht or maUHI to
lbe Dully Lobo office iUNM Do, 20, Alb., N,M,,
87131, 505·271·!656], All Uems are !'liD ~~ tbe
dlscmlon or lhe Da/lf Lobo.

lntefl!ltlonal Center is forming .language classes in

Arab"~' H~brew, Romanitm, Persian, a.nd Spanish.
For more mformation c~mt"ct Matti, Rcno.uld, or

Llddy at lhelnternational Center, 277·2946, 1808 Las
Lomas Dr. NE.
lnter:naalonal ~nler will be offering a seven week
tounn and bunness Spanish clltSs to be laughL by
En_cama A.~lla, CJilSses will be on Monday ev~ninss
at th~ International Center, 1808 Las Lomas Dr. NE,
starling Sept._ ·to. For mor~ Information call Ms.
Abella at 266-9943, or the [l)tematfonal Center al

277-2946 or 277-l927.
UNM Ml!atal HuUh Centu offers an catins
di.s~r~ers clini~ for individuals with anorCJEia nenoosa,
buhmta, and other disorders. For more information
call Ms. )leuy BicrncraJZ17·0S20

-. .-----·= ..
----,

----~- ~-~-.

Contact Lenses
Soft • Hard • Ast•gma11c • '3•-Focal

EXTENDED

WEAR

Visuol Anolvs•s

University Coin
. Laundry
2626 Central SE 265 9916
Open 8 AM-10 PM dally

Free coffee and doughnuts
(while they last, AM only)

for our customers

Sandia
Vision
Clinic

-------T---------r---------

Dry cleaning

$1.00 LB.
With thts coupon
One coupon
per customer
Expires 8·30·84

I
I

Wash and fold
40 cents Ll

I
I

2 tree
VIdeo games

1
1

Wilh this coupon
One coupon
per customer
Expires 8-30·84

1
1

With this coupon
One coupon
per customer
Expires 8·25·84

I

1
1

•
1030 Eubank NE
298-2020

4302 Central SE
255-2020

~
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Arts
Lamburgers, not hamburgers
Sheepherder's Cnl'e

Ill Cornell S.E,
Open 11 a.m.-9
Monday-Saturday

when you order
processing by
Kodak of your
KODAK Color Print
or Slide Film

L-:-;::.....;.:·~

Now when you ask for quality
proc.essing by Koaak, you'll get
more than great looking prints
and slides. "How to Take Good Pictures" is
packed w1th photos, information and advice
that can help you take better pictures. Usually
$5.95, it's yours free when you receive
processing by Kodak of any size KODAK
Color Print or Slide Film. Ask for details.

ontyat

The Store

Thn S!oro for 1111 your

pho!Q!JH&phiG and l'l!m pro
t.OI.lflln[J OO(Jd~

SpOCI\\1

mtllfnuslar si!JtJQnfFJ, facuur
lVId.$lllft

on campus • Woodward Hall
277-5743
Hurryl (Off•r run• Aug. :lD through S•pt. 7)

p.m.,

Most students don't notice the
small. clean restaurant on Cornell
with the neon sheep wagon in the
window. The Sheepherder's Cafe
has been serving a culinary legacy
of the Southwest - lamb- and
a select lunch and dinner menu for
just under a year now. Owner
Alex Chisholm, a veteran
sheepherder, makes fresh lamb/
chili stew, shish-ka-bob, goat
cheese salad, lamb sirloin steak
and the now legendary lamburgcr
on the premises daily, All lamb
dishes arc bwilcd over a charcoal
grill. Vegetarian ~;:hili/cheese sandwiches, shepherd fries and salads
'·without the lettuce" are good
options. Try the rich homemade
desserts and stroll around the
photo gallery.
It's regretablc that this generation's legacy to American cuisine
is fast food. By patronizing these
institutions, we drive out a much
greater tradition: the home-owned
restaurant. These places, what we
Americans call Cafes, are where
we can meet people as well as eat,
The patron is. respected as an individual instead of a hamburger statistic.
In a true cafe, the chef is at
home with his menu. That's what
makes the Sheepherder's Cafe a
special place.

MORE CHOICES HERE
THAN THERE.
The Breakfast
Bar

The Deli
We Make II YOUR Way!

Omeleltes with 11 different loppings, our famous Breakfast Sandwich, muffins, pancakes, sausage,
bacon, biscuits and gravy, eggs
the way you like them- all
cooked up fresh to your order.

featuring 8 different meats
and 7 different cheeses.
Hot and Cold Sandwiches:
$1.95 (cheese: 30¢ extra)

6:30 AM-1 :30 PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

Pizza By
The Slice

Pastries

Cheese , ............ 49¢/slice
Pepperoni ........... 59¢/slice
Supreme: pepperoni, olives,
mushrooms, ground beef &
Italian sausage ...... 65¢/slice

11:00 AM·1:30 PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

Baked fresh daily by our baker!
Cake Doughnuts .......... 25¢
Raised Doughnuts . . . . . . . . 29¢
Bear Claws ...........• , . 39¢
Jelly Filled Doughnuts, •.•. 39¢
Doughnut Holes .••....•... 7¢
Maple Bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39¢
Large Cookies . . . . . . . . . . . . 29¢
or 2 for 55¢

11:00 AM-1:30PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

Soup & Salad
Bar

6:30 AM-1 :30 PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

Over 15 different salad toppers
every day with 6 dressings just
17¢/oz. and 3 HOMEMADE soups
served with crackers
or bread.

Hot & Cold
Cereal Bar

- By Michael Wilkins

Cup of Soup •..........•......•. 55¢
Bowl of Soup . . . .. . .. . . . . .. • . . . . 99¢

11:00 AM-1:30PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

1 Hot (49¢/bowl) and
4 Cold (65¢/bowl)
cereals with milk every day!

6:30 AM-1 :30 PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

Pasta Bar
Papa Mia!

Owner Alex Chisholm peers out

Cheeseburger
Specials

of the Sheepherder's Cafe.

100% Beef -

Samora

Student Directory Deletions
*Come to the Student Activities Center,
Room 106, NM Union 13uilding
*Fill out deletion form
*Result: Your name, address, phone number
and all other Information about you will
not appear in the 1984/85 edition of
UNM's Student Directory

Deadline for filling out Deletion Form:
Friday, 8-01·84. 5pm

-

-

Kookie Korner

Y.. Lb. Patties
Daily Specials -

Pastries and Confections:

Monday: Swiss with Bacon
Tuesday: Green Chili
Wednesday: Monterey Jack
with sauteed onions
Thursday: Chili con Carne
Friday: Pizzaburger
All served with kitchen fries,
onion rings & garnish on a
French Roll .•.. , .....• , . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 .9 5

DISPLAY
ADS
IN THE
DAILY
LOBO

ON OUR "TIO VIVO;' WHEEL
SIDEWALK CAFE
10:30 AM- 1:30 PM WEEKDAYS

't

Choose from 3 sauces
and 4 pastas or Lasagne
or Carbonara
All lunches served
with garlic bread
$1.69

Sweet rolls, cokes, cookies,
and more!

11 :00 AM-1 :30 PM
SIDEWALK CAFE

8:30 AM-4 PM WEEKDAYS

Beverages

The Big Dipper
ICE CREAM/
Single Scoop ...........•....................
Double Scoop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shakes .......•.............................
Sundaes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11:00 AM-3:30PM WEEKDAYS

39¢
65¢
95¢
85¢

Caffee ........•••....................
Soft Drinks ...................... 45¢ Whipped Spa (orange or pina colada)
............................. 55¢ Iced Tea ... , .................... 45¢ Fruit Juices ..................... 36¢ -

29~ • 45¢
60¢ - 69¢

65¢ • 75<t
60¢ - 69¢
54¢ - 72¢

Food Bazaar
Pita Bread Sandwiches
12 D1fferent toppings
with your choice of
Whole Wheat or White
Pita Bread ..............................• · $1.19

Cold sandwiches,
trail mixes,
fresh fruit,
popcorn,
canned soda,
carbonated drinks
and more!

Juice Bar
Treat yourself too FRUIT SMOOTHIE
made with all naiurol ingredients: no
preservatives or other addilives. Pineapple
Swirl, Strawberry Docquiri and Papaya Cooler
are just three of the 11 taste tempters we offetl
12 Oz. · • · • • • • • • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • . . • . • • • 19¢

MONDAY-THURSDAY 9 AM-8 PM, FRIDAYS TIL 5:30PM, SATURDAY 8 AM·2 PM

Casa Del Sol Restaurant
Authentic New Mexican Cuisine!
Complete meals and a Ia carteHems
Open for Breakfast and Lunch.
Daily Specials tool

9 AM·2 PM WEEKDAYS
LOWER LEVEL

M

GOODI

Garden Court Restaurant
Buffet Slyle serv1ce in an
otfroctive patio setting
with daily specials.
Hot ond Cold lunches with
featured entrees ond soup du jour

11:30 AM-1:30PM WEEKDAYS

All SERVICES ON MAIN LEVEL UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
HOURS LISTED ARE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, EXCEPT FOOD BAZAAR

NEW MEXICO UNION FOOD SERVICE
I '
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Recharter Your Student
Organization

Arts editor seeks out potential writers

1, 'All stlldt·nt or~anizatttJII'> n11tst n•f'hartf•r for tiH• UlH4/H5
sdmol v«·ar
•organ"tzatJons wishing to appear in !lw J9H4/H5 t~dltion of the
"Campus Gulclf' to Char!t'red Student Organir.al!ons" must
n·t·lulrlt•r/dmrln by deaclll.ne (seC' below!
•Nr·w organi;.m!lons wtshinf.( to chartrr for the 1984/85 sehool

year should also meet the n•ehart(,rJng deadline "~ forms avallahll' altlw Stlldt•nt At•llvilks Ct>nler -- call277-4706 for more
Information

Rechartering Deadline: Friday, 9-7-84, 5pm

By R..r. Olivas
This article/commcntary/pm~aic-musing may be
the first and last time that l, person<~lly. get around
to addressing the at-large student body all semester.
Not that delivering my own personal view of "art,"
nnd the respective purveyors of "art" (including
"artists" themselves). wouldn't just give me a thrill,
but there will be simply too little time for such
trivia.

And so, business as usual. Even this little ditty is
fraught with business.
The first order of the day will be to introduce myself and my job. I will usually be identified as R.J.
Olivas when responsible for any particular writing
and will be found in 6 pt.. type as the Arts Editor in
the staff box. Other little known (but perhaps more
appreciated) projects include the graphics often
found on these very pages. and occasional bursts of
insight and enthusiasm which will be felt as but distant rumors when holding the aforementioned pages.
And to be completely unambiguous, it is your
right to know that my approach to art is not
"artsy." I have a job to do, and it is a professional
standard of journalism not to make a really nasty
point out of personal prejudices - favorable or
otherwise.
What I hope to do is deliver the goods into your
hot little hands so that you can make your own judgments about what is happening in this area,
"artwise." For the low-down on anything even remotely relevant to the arts scene. consult the weekly
calendar called Stepping Out, which will run every
Friday in-the Daily Lo/JO. And, if your organization
is planning some fund-raiser, hell-raiser or other
activity which could be construed as an art event,
please do let us know (on paper, typed, with contacts and other info) so that we can help pass on the
good word.

CLassical Ballet; Jazz
Professionally taught by
LAURA BROWN-ELDER,
Artistic Director

MARY WALTER MARCIAL
Ballet-Jazz
BUD WARNER
Vocal Coach
Home of All That Jazz

GREENBACKS

I

I

:=:

1 Address
lei~
....

iiiJ get another WHOPPER free.

-

. ..
12----- ~o:.~~

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
This offer expires September 20,1 984
Good only at 1916 Central S.E.

0~

1
I
I

The First National Bank in Albuquerque
New Mex1co:S Largest Home-Owned Independent Bartk Meinb&tFOIC
Serv111g N~W MexJCO for More lhsn 50 Years Convenient LOCs/IOns· C1ryw1de

..• ~0
=- ~c,
. ~ '!,,~.v~~·~o~
,. . ..~,

I

___ I
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A~ JOHN MORENO

I

~ports which these athletes compete

fast and well
in the 15 hour
FLASH FRENCH course
this semester.
For further information
call T. Book 277·3708

in l!:re c.alled "minor" sports.
Well, there is nothing minor ab·
out gymnastics, softball, soccer,
wrestling or any of the others, They
arc all tough sports which require
plenty of time, conditioning and dedication.
There is nothing minor about the
blood, sweat and tears which passes
from ·each and every coach and
athlete. While their sports may not
generate millions of dollars, they
will generate plenty of energy and
excitement this year.
So why not use the term "nonrevenue sports"? While it is not
completely accurate either, because
every team raises some money for
itself, it's more accurate than
''minor,"
Look at it this way: if you root for
the football team, or the men's basketball team, do. you like it when
someone calls them "minor"
teams?
Well, enough philosophizing;
let's play ball! There are many
events to choose front this fall. So,
sports fans, sit back and enjoy the
Jive action. But if you can't be there,
then read about it here.
.-~~~~~~...- - - - .

CLASSIFIED ADS
ARE NOTICED

THE
INTERNATIONAL
CENTER
Welcomes Back
All New And
Returning Students
Remember to check on our:
• Language classes
• Social and cultural events
• International awareness week
(Sept 11-14)
• International Festival
(Spring)
• Coffee and conversation
With friends everyday

~~.U.

tal I

1111 V~trVIiiS,fliJI' ~IWJolfJ<HI
~~~~~~·~~OU.tl.~ illi

•ttiJOUt•Oll •tt\''lllJ<:,'III ,,.
f(W't~IJ"C,_(Ij, ~U<i~fli

1916 Central Ave. SE

·

~

BURGER

-

KING

~

rmfc! Have it ,uurway.

1---------------------------------------------·

I

Name

~ror<r.zs-

learned enough to know that to dismiss the obvious,
or to fail to recognize the not-so-obvious. is to be
careless.
The most immediate thing I recognize is that the
average student is an intelligent. sensitive individual
with more than meets the eye about him or her.
Often enough, that person is an untapped well of
vitality. just waiting for a good reason to burst loose
upon the world with nothing short of creative
genius.
Maybe one way to flex some of those intellectual
muscles is to try your hand at writing. And so I'd
like to invite anyone with a penchant for the pen to
drop by the Dai(v Lobo, introduce yourself, inspect
the grounds, speak with the staff and sec for yourself just how writing for a newspaper is done. Jt
might surprise you . .It may confuse you. It will
almost surely amaze you that what we do gets done
at all. when you realize just how much we have to
get finished. But best of all. it may inspire you. You
don't even have to be a journah~m major (very few
of us arc)!
The arts desk especially is looking for those individuals who might wish to become what in the trade
is referred to as a "stringer." Not much money, but
lots of exposure and experience. And you get to do
nifty things, like hang out at gallery shows, catch
movies, listen to albums and write like the devil.
And hey . , Hello! Nice to meet you!

Buy one WHOPPER·sandwieh,

-1

I would like more information on
Student Loans from The First National Bank
in Albuquerque.

learn FRENCH

0

So take a bite, and enjoy a
great-tasting, flame broiled
Burger King® burger now.

First National will help you stay in school
with our special Student Loan Program. The
Student Loan Program is designed to give you
low-interest financial assistance with flexible
repayment pions of 5 to 15 years, for undergraduate and graduate study in colleges,
universities, graduate and professional schools
and many vocational or technical schools.
We'd like fo help you. For more information,
stop by any First National office, or call us
at 765-4280 or complete the attached reply
coupon and send to The First National Bank
in Albuquerque, Post Office Box 1305,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.

I~-----------
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Since today is day one of the new
school year, as sports editor, l' d like
to welcome all the sports fanatics
who will be reading these pages during the coming year,
Speaking for myself, it's good to
be back in Albuquerque after spend·
ing five weeks in Los Angeles.
Working for the L.A. Olympic
Organizing Committee was exciting
Both !flen a~d women help each
and the Olympics were fun, bu· ·
With theu scores, which are
other.
covering the Lobos is really where combmed
for one total. The UNM
it's at.
ski team finished third at the NCAA
There are 22 varsity sports here, championships, behind national
one event Jess than what was held in champ Utah and runner-up Verthe Games, Luckily, however, the mont, but ahead of perennial ski .
schedule doesn't end in two weeks. po• wers Colorado and Wyoming.
•
· It starts Friday night and lasts until
. While at the Olympics, it'was ob.
mid May.
vtous to me that although there were
Of the 22 varsity sports, 12 arc for about 100,000 people working to
men; baseball, basketball, cross make it a success, one fact l'ecountry, football, golf, gymnastics, mained: without the 7 ,000-plus
skiing, soccer, swimming, tennis, athletes, allthat work was pointless.
track and field, and wrestling.
The sa~e holds true at UNM: the
!lthletes
are the main attraction.
The women compete in l 0 sports:
However, in the everyday business
basketball, cross country, golf,
gymnastics, skiing, softball, swim- of sports reporting here in Albuquerming, tennis, track and field, and que, most Lobo athletes never get
,their words in print or on the air.
volleyball.
They may not have something to
The University of New Mexico's
say
all the time, but if they do, we
athletic program was relatively com·
our readers to know about it.
want
petitive in 1983-84. The men, who
compete in the Western Athletic. Interviewing coaches is fine and
Conference, .finished second overall necessary, but sometimes it's too
last year to arch-rival Brigham easy. Sometimes' the key story lies ·
Young University in the all-sports inside the mind of a key player.
Only two sports at UNM generate
standings in that conference.
large amounts of mo.ney. They are
The women Lobos also finished football and men's basketball and
second to BYU in the High Country they are important to every athletic
Athletic Conference. The highlight program on campus.
of the year was the ski team's perIt is very likely that every other
formance. Skiing is UNM's only varsity athlete at UNM cheers the
sport which is sanctioned by the success of these two teams, along
National Collegiate Athletic Asso- with hundreds of thousands of other
ciation to compete on a co-ed basis,
fans, Sometimes, however, the

Fora
Bon Voyage

AretitYou Hungry?w

GRAY MATTER

The Think Bank

cf~

UNM spo,rts start new season

----------------- ------------------------------·

FOR YOUR

I

Within thi~ ~cction of the pupcr, I have hidden
plans lying in wait for those um1warcs. Coming
~vents will be featured on a regular basis so .that you
can purchase tickets before the last minute. C~nccrts
(classical. heavy metal, funk. new wave, a~d Jazz.
arc all fair game), as well as thc!Iters and ftlms wtll
be previewed and announced. Lots of frce~ies will
also be annnunccd - mostly gallery opemngs - so
that your minimum, daily dose of art can be maintained at the habit-forming level without great sacrifice. In the works arc record reviews, fashion forecasts, new course and workshop announcmcnts, as
well as interviews, conversations and guest columns
from persons with whom we should be better acquainted.
There will also be occasional features on items
which perhaps do not strike one itnmediately as
worthy of the word art. But part of my intention is
to broaden my own perspective (even if it is at your
aesthetic Cl\pense) and learn all I can about art and
what it is J am doing about it. I hope that I 'vc

the desk

2219 Lead Ave. SE.
for appointment call
256-1061 or 265-306'Z.
,,·' ....
•' _,,..,.
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0 Snooker
0 Foosball
0 Air Hockey
0 Table Games

oLocker Rental
277-4506

. ~.f' • c,O

,o ~(/,. .~
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. .

HOURS:
MON-THURS .8:30am-10pm
FRIDAY 8:30am-11 pm
SATURDAY 11am-11pm

FREE Back TO School Poster
with purchase of urge leVerage for First 500 Customers

THE ORIGINAL NEW MEXICAN CAFE
Live Entertainment for Lunch
and Dinner
Old Fashion Soda Bar
No Additives in Meats
Fresh Vegetables & Fruits

Hours: Mon-Sat 1 am-3 pm, Sunday 9 am·3 pm

Real Food
Home Cooked Breakfast,
Lunch, & Dinner
2933 Monte Vista N.E.
268·7040
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Nancy toughs it out

, Return of the Silver Screen!

MUSIC TELEVISION
MON-FRI 1 0-4 in the Subway Station
lower level 277-8969
New Mexico Union .

LAnGELrS
RT SUPPLY

2900 Carlisle NE
11 block south of c:andelarial

Phone 888-4040

[Z]r=J
STORE HOURS
MOH.IhJu FRI. 6•30- 5•30
Sj\TURDAY lii•00-5•00

unm ART STUDEnTS & FACULTY
WITH CURRENT I.D.

DaJCB(] Ul!J §l:Bll]l!JI:!Jl1
I

Reserve quarterback Barry Garrison eludes defensive end
Tyrone Jones during Lobo scrimmage.

I:DV§EBf:Dl!JllJU
On ALL
SUPPLIES
~-------------------

Select group
of
artist brushes

50°/o off

Morilla

....

---

··coRONADO" Rough

NEWSPRINT PAD
18-x 24..
Reg. 54.75

50 sheet pad

0~

5

2.99

With Coupon
~
coupon expires 8-31-84

Second team gets look
By .Jeff Wells
Lobo second-reamers got a
workout Saturday night as the football team participated in the first
full-scale scrimmage of the year at
University Stadium.
First-team offensive and defensive players participated in only two
or three series of plays as complete
units. "The first defense was only in
for 10 plays," said Head Coach Joe
Lee Dunn. "Before we play (New
Mexico) State," he said, "we'll get
them in for about 20 plays a scrimmage."
As the first units moved to the
sidelines, the second teams took
over. The coaching staff wanted to
see as many players as possible, and
most of the 100-plus players out
for the team got some playing time.

:······································1
:+
Announct·ngl
·+
·
•
-~--

:

•
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ror the ninth time, the lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
Pants $7.50
Shirts· $5.00

Plus a large selection of leather coats, Frye boots, knit shirts, sport coats, turtle necks, sweaters, suits and swim
suits.

"After looking at the films, I
don't think that we did too badly,"
he said. "Overall, the quarterbacks
did a good job. and the running
backs looked good. We're closer to
where we want to be than we were
last week.'·
However, Dunn feels that the
team has a way to go before their
Sept. 8 appointment with New Mexico State. "At some positions we've
got to have some people come for·
ward and become players in the next
two weeks."
The Lobes will scrimmage every
Wednesday and Saturday at 7 p.m.
at University Stadium for the next
two weeks.
Point After: Sean Armstrong. a defensive back at UCLA. has elected
to transfer to UNM. Armstrong,
mentioned as a possible starter for
the Bruins before the season, will sit
out this year and have two years of
eligibility left.
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GIRDENSlM4RTZ SPORTZ

By Jeff Wells
Because of a ruling by the National Collegiate Athletic Association, a
University of New Mex1co freshman
won't be able to collect a $1,500
scholarship if he makes the UNM
baseball team.
Joe Coleman was awarded the
George J. Maloof Memorial Scho·
larship Award after a successful
athletic career at Valley High. The
Maloof award, given for excellence
in academics as well as athletics,
must be used at a New Mexico
school.
Coleman wants to walk onto the
Lobo baseball team next spring, but
under NCAA rules he can't accept
an athletic scholarship from an outside source, but only from the school
for which he wishes to play.
The problem never came up before because all of the previous
Maloof winners were women,
whose programs were not regulated
by the NCAA until this year.
For now, therefore, the Maloof
company will hold the scholarship in
a trust fund - to be awarded to
Coleman, with .interest, whenever
his athletic e.ligibility expires or he
ends his collegiate participation.

SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio (UPI)
-A sore-footed Nancy Lopez, rallying from a shaky front nine, tiptoed to a final-round score of73 Sunday, a tournament record 7-underpar
281 and a one-shot victory over defending champion JoAnne Carner in
the $200,000 World Championship
of Women's Golf.
Lopez' rounds of 69-74-65-73
camed her $65,000, the richest payday on the LPOA Tour, and increased her 1984 winnings to
$176,983. The title was the 29th of
her career,
Carner, who earned $35,000,
finished with a score of 69. The 45year-old veteran compiled rounds of
72-71-70-69 for a 6-under 282.
Patty Sheehan carded a final
round 71 and took third-place
money of $23,000 with a 4-under
total of284, three shots behind. Betsy King placed fourth with a closing
75 for a 3-under 285 and 16,500.
Juli Inkster (a final-round 69) was
fifth in the select 12-player field
with a 2-under 286 and earned
$12.000.
"Holding off JoAnne wasn't
easy, so I'd have to say this victory
was especially great," said Lopez,
whose third-round 65 Saturday set

Snafu
In last Monday's Daily Lobo, a
story appeared concerning the
Georgetown Hoyas coming to
play New Mexico in men's basketbalL The full story, however,
wasn't reported; a section dealing
with faculty and student tickets
was unintentionally omitted.
Three thousand free tickets will
be held for students with current
identification. Faculty members
who purchase season tickets will
be able to purchase a ticket at half
price. The Lobo regrets the error.

an 18-hole tournament and course
rec?rd on the 6,225-yard Shaker
Hetghts C.C. course.
Lopez played the entire tourney
with blistered feet and had to usc
foam .rubber and anesthetic sprays
and omtments to numb the pain
"This victory is worth a lot m~re
than money to me," she said. "It
really has helped my good feelings
about my game, and I did win with
sore feet, "
Lopez, 27, notched her second
victory of 1984. She remains one
major title shy of qualifying for the
LPGA Hall of Fame.
''This has been an adjustment
year for me," said Lopez. "I'm
traveling with my !-year-old daughter Ashley, and I'm away from my
husban~ a lot, but he's very, very
supporttve."
Lopez' husband, infielder Ray
Knight of the Houston Astros, was
reached in Pittsburgh where his team
is facing the Pirates.
"This is wonderful news," said
Knight when informed of his wife's
victory. "We'll be meeting in Chicago tomorrow (Monday) and I
can.'t wait to tell her how proud I am
of her."
Lopez, who said her putting improved earlier this year when she
stopped using her contact lenses, did
not start well. She bunkered her
second shot on the first hole and
bogeyed, and three-putted from 60
feet on the third hole for another
bogey.
Lopez' wedge on the seventh hole
produced a 15-foot birdie putt, but
she bogeyed the eighth when her
second shot flew over the green,
Carner, playing with Sheehan a
hole behind, then birdied the eighth
to briefly take the lead.
"I don't know what happened maybe I wasn't nervous enough,"
said Lopez. "Then I started worrying, and settled down."
Lopez birdied the 12th from 15
feet, as did Carner, and regained the
lead when the latter bogeyed the
13th by three-putting from 60 fcgt.

106 Vassar SE
268-6547
Across from
Bell Gas Statton

CAMPUS BICYCLE

....

- ·.
~~f

Register for FREE $100 gift certificate
from Campus Bicycle
Tune-up $10
Tune-up and
overhaUl $25

FUJI
FUJI

Bicycles

All FUJI

bikes on sale
&om $139.00

Sale ends Aug.31.1984

Please Come and Join Us!

•

Monday, August 20
Today's events Include:

Noon Hour Activities
On the North Mall from 12:00-1:00 pm featuring a vari·
ety of magicians, jugglers, singers, musicians and
more.

North Campus
Dunk Tank
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•
: Come to the Central Med School Plaza from 12:00· •
•
• 1:00pm to dunk your favorite North Campus Adminis- •
•
trators/Professors in a tank of wet. ice cold water. Three ..•
••
throws for 25' cents.
•••
•
·············~·································

SOCCER & FOOTBALL
SOCCE.R 8c FOOTBALL SHOES
NIKE TURF. KING..
SOCCER SHOES

1Q99

Black with While Swoosh
Sizes: From Youth 10 to Adult (I
REGULAR 16,95

THIS

WEEKEND

ENTIRE STOCK

PATRICK* & NIKE HI-LINE
SOCCER SHOES

TAKEAN1QOJ
'EXTRA

.

/O~FF

.

'Premier Soccer Shoes Choice of the Pros.

SPOTBILT COUGAR
REPlACEABlE.ClEAT
FOOTBALL SHOES

3995

THIS WEEKEND ONLY

NIKE SHARK
MULTI-PURPOSE SHOE

3295

THISWEEKENDONLY

SOCCER BALLS .
SPORTCRAR or MITRE
SOCCER
B. ALLS
SIZES 3, 4, 5
VALUES TO $15

YOUR
CHOICE

999
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Sports
Sullivan nips Mears in Pocono Gallup distance runner
LONG POND, Pa. (UP!) more power,
Danny Sullivan overtook frontnmncr Rick Mears and Bobby Rahal
on the I95th lap Sunday at Pocono
Raceway to win his first 500-mile
race since shifting from exclusive
road-course combat to oval racing in
l 982.
lt was a tremendous finish among
three talented young drivers as Sullivan, driving the race-sponsoring
Domino Pizza Lola, beat Mears by
uhout three-tenths of a second, with
Bobby Rahal a fraction back in third
pl<u:c. Tom Sneva, the only other
driver on the lead lap, finished
fourth.
Tlw race was actually a battle be-

tween Mears and Rahal for the last
"Danny came blowing past me,
200 miles until Sullivan made his and 1 couldn't rnakc up lost
move to upset the personal battle. ground," said Rahal, also a former
Mears grabbed the lead from Sneva road racer, "Anytime you have
on the 121 st lap and gave way to three cars finishing within one
Rahal on lap 140. Sullivan briefly second, you've got one heck of a
took command on the !44th lap, but race."
Rahal immediately regained first
There were I I lead changes
place and ran hard for the next 39 among seven drivers during the first
laps until Mears went down low in 250 miles, with Torn Sneva leading
the first turn of the 183rd to move in for 40 of the opening I 00 laps, and
front again.
pole sitter Rick Mears holding comLap 194 included two critical mand for 31. Other leaders included
points- as Rahal swept past Mears, Mario Andretti, !ohnny Rutherford,
and Sullivan, in turn, whipped past Danny Sullivan, AI Unser Sr. and AI
Unser Jr.
Rahal.
There was no stopping Sullivan in
Five caution flags for 30 laps
the final five laps as both Mears and affected the speed of the first half of
Rahal were caught in slower traffic. the race - which lasted almost two
hours. The race start was delayed
tWo hours and eight minutes by rain
and a wet track.
The fifth caution light of the race
was supposed to last six laps, frorn
the 93rd to the 98th, but was continued by an unusual situation that
2 & 3 year Army ROTC scholarships
brought· a howl of laughter from
many in the crowd of 45,000. The
worth up to $7,000 will be available to
pace car, driven by Mears brother
qualified applicants. Interested? Call
Roger, blew an engine in the second
Capt. Bolton 831-1111 , x278 or 279
turn and sprayed oil on the track. A
back-up pace vehicle was summoned, and the rncc continued at a
slow pace while crews cleaned up
the spill.
AI Unser Jr., who twice led the
race, succeeding his dad for command on both occasions, totaled his
car
on the J67th lap when he hit the
The Finest
wall in the first turn, but escaped
injury.
Body Building

wins Pike's Peak race

Rca~hing b.ack f()r <•l<ld

COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. (UP!)~ Wesley Smith of
Gallup, N.M., outlasted hundreds of other runners Sunday in
a 28,2-mile marathon up and
down snowcapped Pikes Peak to
win the annual Pikes Peak
Marathon.
Smith, 24, finished the
marathon in a time of 3 hours, 38
minutes and 59 seconds. The record for the event, in which runners climb from an elevation of
6,350feetto 14,ll0feetandthen
descend the mountain, is held by
AI Waquie of the Jemez Pueblo
in New Mexico. He finished the
1981 race in 3:26.17.
Smith finished ahead of Clint
Roberts, 32, of Fraser, Colo.,
whose time was 3:50.24, and
Rick Trujillo of Ouray, Colo ..
who had a time of 3:53.32. Trujillo had won the marathon five
times, from 1973 through 1977.

BUSINESS MAJORS

A
R
M

v

R

0

T

and
Fitness Center
for
Men &Women

LIBERTY

GYM

Student
Discounts
Available
2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

The 2nd Annual Lite Sunrise
Run, sponsored by UNM Leisure
Services and Miller Lite, will be
held Saturday. The entry fcc is $4
before 5 p.m. friday. Late registration will be at 6:30a.m. at the race
site and will cost $5. The three-mile

DOMINO'S I
II
PIZZA
DELIVERSTM II
I
FREE.
I

262-1662

3920 Central S.E.

$1.50 Off
Get S1 50 off any 16 DominOs P>zza '
Llmllod O.llvery Aroa

otter good alall Albuquorquo olorn
One coupon per pizza
Coupon also good for cartY-out

EXPIRES: 10·15-84

run will begin at 7 a.m. at the UNM
North Golf Course. The start and
finish line will be the service road
west of the course.
~For

:

.

262•1662
3920 Central S.E.

®

more information, call

277-5151.

I
II
I
I
I
I

75¢ Off

Gel 75c off any custom made
Dom1no s P1zza and enjoy one
dehCIOUS PIZZa!
LlmHod O.llvory Aroa
otter good II all Albuquorqul oloroo
On" coupon per pizza
Coupon aloso ·qood for catry·ollt

EXFIIRES: 10-15·84

!~~!

I
Hours:
11 am - 1 am Sun. -Thurs. I
11 am- 2 101.m Fri. & Sat.

Finishing fourth with a time of
3:56.21 was 1979 and 1980
champion Chris Reveley, 32, of
Boulder, Colo, Defending champion Creighton King of Alta,
Utah, finished fifth with a time of
3:56.50.
Smith, Roberts and. Trujillo
ran tight for about 18 miles before beginning to spread out,
Runners encountered about 4
inches of snow and icc at the top
of the mountain, making the race
hazardous, a spokesman said.
About 700 runners competed in
the race.
Gail Scott, 38, of Durango,
Colo., won. the women's division
with n time of 4:48.20. Deborah
Brindza, 27, ·of Minturn, Colo,,
was second with a time of
4:56.22, and I 982 champion
Marjorie Loyd, 35, of Colorado
Springs, was third with a time of
5:16.35,

Sunrise race scheduled

c

Aerobics Now
Available!
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262-1662
3920 Central S.E.
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If's Time To Enroll for
UNM Student Health
Insurance
Enroll:
• Daily

American circles past Kremlin
(Editor's Note: Lindfl Commn, fl reortcr in UPI's Boston bureau, ran
fhe.26.2-milc mamthon in the Soviet
Union's flltemative Olympic>,
Friendship-84.)
By LINDA CORMAN
MOSCOW (UPI) ~ The most
sight during my first
marathon was the 20-foot-thick
Kremlin wall, which 1 had to run
past four times on the Moscow River
course.
The first time I passed the wall,
surmounted by the painted domes of
St. Sasil 's Cathedral nnd the gilded
domes of the Kremlin churches, a
Soviet runner from the Crimea was
explaining how he used to be a heavy
drinker until he started running,
The wall passed quickly, as did
the first 3 miles while I glowed in the
satisfnction of having made contact
with an ordinary Russian so easily.
But, by the 6-mile mark, I realized the West has not cornered the
market on running bores, As Yuri
launched into his prescription for the
good lif~- "add yog~ to your running rcgtmen, stop eatmg meat and
butter" - I squandered what little
sprinting energy I had to leave him
behind.
I fixed on running the Moscow
Marathon two years ago when, at a
race in Boston, I heard about a running tour of the Soviet Union with
the Moscow marathon as the main
event.
I had dreamed of going to the
Soviet Union since studying Russian
in college, and going to run seemed
the perfect way to meet Russians.
At the start, Saturday, I stretched
and shuffled nervously arnid about
2,000 runners -perhaps 200 foreigners and the rest Russians.
Our race, the annual Moscow International Peace Marathon, was
rescheduled this year to coincide
with Friendship-84, the Soviets'
alternative Olympics.
All the runners at the .Lenin Stadium starting line struggled with the
problem of carrying two slips of
paper we had to deposit at the halfway mark and the finish. Most pinned the slips to their shirts but almost
lost them when they nearly dis·
solved in a downpour about an hour
into the race.
Having left Yuri, 1 had time to
regard the thousands of mostly
solemn Soviet military men who
lined the course, three rows deep
beneath bridges. All along the route,
except at Gorky Park, where enthu·
siasm ran high, the sparse crowds
had to be prodded with a wave to
lend cheers of encouragement.
The function of the heavy military
guard was unclear, but, since the
race began at 5.30 p.m .• it did not
hurt to have them around as it grew
dark over the Moscow River.
)!~art-warming

But they did give &n unfair advantage to the male runners who were
free to relieve themselves en route
while it was impossible for women
runners to find an unguarded bush.
To the Russians' credit, there
were many aid stations with water,
hot tea and a fruit-flavored/honey
drink. Sponges also were provided
to wipe off sweat.
The last time I passed the Kremlin
wall, I was with Tatiana, a Moscow
mother of a 12-year-old boy, who
was studying radio engineering and
running in her 11th mar01thon.
When I told her I was American,
she need~d reassurance I was running the race for peace. After being

~ACJC>YlRAMo
II[ ,AN1[~

Jess's Tl're Company

·~"'BosYIA•I
~~s~

~o~u .,~,

and Auto Clinic

~·

Tt;:";.~

Tune-up
4 cyl.

Good friends keep you going
when all you want to do is stop.

at Keystone Life
262.5 Pennsylvania NE
Solar 1 Building Suite 300
N~f

87110

Or At:

• Student Health
Center

Mimbres T-Shirt Designs
Now Available At:

~~~;~
268·4876, Mon·Ftl 10•6, Sil 10•5

1\
Pam Hmldla. olllt'l' numagt•r
Pntrich1 :O.Iattlwws. il~t·nt
Linda \'iu;il. ;ls~ishtnt
Bod Hm•l 111ot pit'ltll'Nil. t·lnims

Hept·esentatiw avail;tble lwginning
Aug. 20, 1984 1-3 pm ~1\VF
through Sept. 10, 1984

• Cashiers Office

Ht•gtdar plan only can he [JUI't•lutst•d
at Cashit't's Olllct•, Stud(•nt Servil't>s
Building: Hntil Sept. 7, HJ84

EDUCAnONALCENTER

Better Benefit Plcm and

Kevstonc l,ifc Insutancc Co.
~

884~6827

~1lMPUIN

Depe11dent Coremge must
be p11 rcllils('(/ throtttdz
rep res(mfaike

Tesl Pteparallon SpeCialists
Stnee1g3a
F01 lnl01mali0/i, Please Call:

265·2524
CIIIHI Starting
Call Nawr

$3995

Come In for you FREE tire rotation
and Brake ln$pect/on today!

(During Rl•gular OffiN' Hnursl

Albuq.,

~

3626 Central SE REAR (at Hermosa)

Your feet hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even your teeth hurt.
Butyourfriendsthought
you looked terrific. And with
them urging you on, your
first 10 kilometer race didn't
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

LOwenbriiu. Here's to good friends.

most cars
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Food/Fun

Las Noticias
WO\-IF.N: YOU SIIOUI.D tuke ll Women Studies
unme' !'all Sch~dui~. PABe 88 lists som~ of UNM's
toc•ot<la\se~. C'aii277·38S4 for more informatmn.
-'121
ru•:<1iAJlTF.R YOUR STlJD~;N'f orBnnilallon or
•. hurtN a new one! Student Activities Center, room
1116, NM union, 277-4706 Pettdllnc: Friday, !;epo
tembrr 7, 1984 · S:OOp.m.
917
J)J•:J.J\Tf; VOUII NAME from the 1984·8S Student
llircnory hy filling out fmm at theStudeMActivitles
Cclller, Room 106, NM Union Duilding. Call 277·
4706 for details. Deadline: Friday Augusl 31, 1984, •
~:00 l'.M.
8/31
IIOMJ•:COMING TillS YEAR will be held OctoberS
thmugh )3. Shtdent actlvltle11 dally on the Mall,
W11trh lor entertainment royalty house decot~~tlons
lun run etc. Calll77·~8081or inlonnatlon and walcll
lor detail~.
8/20
Wll.l) Wt~'lT MUSIC'" outdoor Garage Band Jams
rvny Snturday through mid-September at 700 First
St.,NW 243-2229.
8131
ANTJIJWPOI.OGY SOCIETY /GRADUATE
~TUJn;NTS encourage int~rdisclplinary exchange of
tdca, relating to human behavior through lectures,
Jdms, newsletter, student publication (Hallksa'l).
Wanted: interaction with student organizations
having similar Interests. Join the Culture Club-· take
an Anthro course.
8/20
C'~IIPOOL
WITII Mt; from Santa Fe tO
Albuquerque and back dully. Starting September.
Call Valerie, 265-)927. Leave message.
8/21
ADt:l.ANU MUJt;Rfo,.'ll UNDf.'lTAND rnyths and
realities of La Chicana. Take WS 231, MWP, 11:00 •
II :50.
8121
i1io•:'Aw~ v Of'Ftn:.•;; from S40/month 344·4363.
ll/23

MllSJCIANS AND ENTERTAINERS interested in
performing for Noon Hour Enterllllnment contact
Jack or llrilUI at Jll\C277·4660, 277·5602.
8/31
AllTS AND SCIENCES Probatloll Policy Change,
llcglnnlng summer 198S semester, students will no
longer be udnutted on probatiou nor continued on
probation with a cumulative OPA lower than 2.0 for
more Information contact the college office.
8113
YOUR IMMJ<lRANT IIERITAGE: (l~plore it In WS
179.002,1mmigrant Women Tu·Th2·3:15.
8/21
TIIJRU WORLD WOMEN listen to them spca~ of
their lives, their exr.erlcnce. MWF 12:0(J.J2:50 pm.
8/21
KEf:P COOL· PLAY POOL! The Oamu Area of the
Union Ita~ Billiards, Tnble Tennis, Foosball, and your
favorite VIdeo Games. Open Dally • new student
week 9um to 5pm.
8/13
COU.Em: OF EDUCATION: Ready for the
challenge of working with people, focusing on their
leamins und development? Study In Education,
prepare yourself for 11 career In tile school, the home,
the workplace and 1he community.
8/23
Sf:E!PiiESCRIPTION SAFELY Glasses at cost.
Campus Sufely 0 fflcc.Neat New Frames. Removable
stdc shields. Protect your eyes. l.ook good. Sec well.
Culluow audsec snfcly.l77·3116.
8/13
Al\lt:RICAN STUDIES FAU, course 360·001
"Albuquerque In a Cultural Context" will be taught
(ly Byron Johnmn, Curator of History nt the
Albuquerque Museum, on Mondays 3:30· 6: i'p.m.
Plcu~e,llllthedcpartment for details at277-3929.
8113
STlll>ENT MUSICIANS AND Enterutlncrs In·
tcrested in performing the Student Talent Contest
contact Jack or Brian ati'EC 277-4660, 271·560:Z.
8/31
Till·~ AM£RICAN S'fUJJJF.S fall $emester meeting
an~ mi~er for graduate and undergraduate students
will be hdJ on Friday, September 7th at 3:00,
contact Maria in the Department Office for details at
277-3929
8/13
ATTENTION AMERICAN INDIAN ensineetlng
students! The Native American Program In the
College of Engineering (NAPCOE) offers IUioring,
coumcllng, financial aid Information and special
programs. Call277·3021 or stop by Farris34S, 8/13
WE'D LIKE TO Oct To Know You! CoHee, ton·
vcrsation, reliuatlon and rrinnd. top by anytime.
Afro-American Center 1819 Roma NE 277·5644.
WclcomencwtlNMstudents.
8/il
ART CLASSES, 1 teach woodtuts, printing and
draWing, out or my studio. Small dasses, Adult &
Chlldren(8·14) for more informationcall255·'1929.
8129
-::cs=w::-1:-:s:-:1:::1 E:::.R~E:::I:-:O=-n-:l.-yS:::I:-.5::0:-,-:A.-v~ai~la7bl:-e-;-in~I;-::3717M;:a::r~::o::n
Hall, UNM Dookstorc and local bookstores around

;::::~:··OWl.

NOTESI CJI.FE FEATURF.S expresso, g~lato,
croissants, and 30 lmporte<l beers. 3513 Central NE.
(across from Nob Hill).
8/24
HUNGRY? (:HECK TilE New Mexico Union's ad In
today's I.obo for more choices here than there!.
8120
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOO? The Dally Lobo )las a
place for your classifleds abou~ R~taurants, Parties,
Food Sales nncl Stores, Concerts, etc, Give the details
todayln"FoocVI'tln."·
tfn

Servh;es
SUNSIJINi) DAY CA.nE accepting chll<lren, infants
to school age low rates 2129 Coa1Av~<Sil842·6548,
8/24
GI<:Y IN SltAPE/STA Y in
Aerobics/ floor
exercises. SI.OO per hour session. Monday through
Thursday 4:30 • 5:30 pm Room 340 Family Practice
Building. Just show up or call Larry at277·5987 for
more Information.
8124
PYRO'S liAS GLOW in dark balls, fire footbags,
juggling and magic equipment and lessons, books,
clown s\tpplles, top hats and more. Tues·Frl 12·5:30
Satii•2.3223Silv~rSEorca112SS·3757.
8124
TUTORING·MATHt:MATICS,
STATISTICS,
French· Master's degre~d Instructor. Reasonable.
Evenlngs24).0244.
8/24
PRIVATE GUITAR INS'fRUCllON, Beginners to
advanced. All styles. Reasnable. Tony344·9040.

Snaw

11/9

ACCURATE, EXCEI.LF.NTTYPIST. Term Papers,
Resumes, ETC. 294·0167.
8/31
PIANO LESSONS: ALL Ages, Levels, Laura
Kramer·265·13SZ.
8/31
Bt:I.LY OANCE CLASS Credit and Non·credlt
classes information PE Dept.277·5151, CommunitY
College277·37SI, MaryAnn Khanlian897-:2028.

8/23
FELDENKRAIA: AWAR.;NFSS THROUGH
Movement. Credit and Non-credit classes In·
formation: PI:: Dept. 277·5151, Community College
211-:l1Sl, MaryAnn Khanllan 897·2028,
8123
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience,
Including technical typing. Highest quality disser•
lations, theses, and papers. 822.0342.
8/24
WORD PROCESSING TERM Papers, Reports,
Manuscripts, Resumes. 344·6920.
8/13
TYPIST·TERM PAl'ERS, resumes299·8970. 10/1
TYPING: EXCELLENT SPELUNG & grammar.
Fast, accurate, con(ldentlal. Days: 265·5116 Eves:
m~•

8~

PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Av.e SE
256-1061; 265·3067 Ballet, Jazz, Vocal Coaching.
tfn
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentalsnndrepalrs.l43 HarvardSE, 26S·331S.
tfn
SOFT cornACT LENSF.S arc now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from Lallelles, S019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISJIJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on i.omns jus wsstofWashing~on.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PRF.GNANCV TESTING & counselns. Phone 247·
9819,
lfn

Housing
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share large, clean 4 Bdr
.house wllh 3 other liberal easy going Women.
SIIS/mo plus v. utllltles. 268·4891 aftcrSpm. 8/24
FREE ROOM, UTILinES, meals! Exchange 2
hours/ daY housework. Luxury neighborhood
(Columbia NE) Female Nonsmoking Honors student
preferred. Foreign students welcome2'.5·2221. 8/24
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2
bedroom apartment StsO.OO plus utilities. 265·2732.
8120
FOR RENT SEPT lst small A·Frame eabln on 6Yi
quiet acres In Manzanos 22 mlles from ABQ, Well,
woodstove, solar sreen house. One year lease, S2SO.
month., Sl SO, deposit. Slnsfe mature nonsmoker.
8120
262·1599.
I'FMALE GRADUATE S11JDENT needed to share
• beautiful bouse two blocks from Law and Medial
schoolsSIBO.OOplus!li udllties266-0836.
8/20

ROOM AND BOARD offered to adult student
willing to transport children to school and uctivltie~.
Reliable car necessary. Caii243·263S after 6:00pm.
8/24
1 BR APTS. Spacious, clean. Partially furnished,
$315, Utilities paid. 26$·2150, Afternoons.
8/21
STRAIGHT ROOMMATE WANT£D to share
pleasant two bedroom house close to UNM. $135.~0
plus utilities. 265·5382 Dan.
8/21
APARTMENT: SE JfEIGIITI! nentUNM am! Base.
2Pr plus large garagu. New Kitchen dlswaslm
$325/mo. 25S·1S8S eves.
.
8124
ROOMMAtE, NON·SMOJuNG, 3/Br, two bath
house, Hot·tub, Swimming Pool, washer, $230,00
utilities Included, Christopher 242·5368.
8/20
STUDENT HOMEOWNER SEEKS responsible
housemate$130/mo plus 11 u11lltles873·1132. 8/21
SERIOUS FEMALE GRADUATE student seeks
female roommate to share, three bedroom home ncar
UNM ca11Pat268·Q779 evenings,
8/24
IJUSCO COMPANERA DE casa que sea ordenada,
estable, rcspctl.losa, hlspanohablante, Casa es
arnueblada, vecindad buena. $120/mes !Ia utilldades,
Elena26s-J 193,
8/24
ltOUSE t'OR RENT Large 2·bdr In secluded UNM
neighborhood. Large fenced back yard, Den. No
Pets. Walk to UNM $500.00/mo, plus deposit 2664505.
8/24
M/F non-smoking housemale Girard/Constitution
all appliances $160/mo plus utUIUes, Call 255·1777
leave message,
!/24
TltREE ROOMS FOR rent in spacious N.E. house,
Two at $145,00 and other with bathroom at $160.00.
Access to entire house-T.V, stereo Kitchen
Washer/dryer only I.S minutes from UNM. Cal! Tom
at243·2819or294·1836,
8/20
lsi YEAR MED STUDENT seeks responsible
nonsmoking grad. student to share Large 2 Bdrm.
house in great NE Location, 6 bUtS from Campus
$250/mo plus !Ia uti. Pels Welcome. Call Kevin 2667864 evenings.
8/24
PLACE TO LIVE. Room and board In eKchange for
10 hours of work per week, Comfortable home with
swimming pool and your own private bedroom and
bath tan be your$, Two health professionals with 2
children with busy lives need help with transportation
and some cooking. Prefer female with own car. Call
Judith right away 266-701S,
8/24
WILL SHARE NICE lfouse with male atudent.
Nonsmoker. $200 plus DD. 268-6617.
8/24
NEED ROOMMATE STARnNG Fall semestcr662·
6002.
8/24
NEED FEMALE TO share NE house with spa In
cKchansc for light housekeeping, Must be over 21,
Non-smoker and very neat. 294-3372.
8/20
NEAR UNM TVI efficiency, or,e bedroom $155.00·
Sl85.00 plus electricity, Furnished 1410 Central.
Manager apartmentN8.
8/31
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share new and large
two bedroom apt. $132.00 month utilities paid. 15
minutes from UNM nonsmoker. Please call Jacob
Sisneros at 877·6208.
8/20
NONSMOKING MALE HOUSEMATE wanted.
Commodore avallabh: for computer student, oraan
for music student. May exchange partial rent for
yard/maintenance work. SISO plus 16 utllltles. 2947489.
8/21
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom home ncar UNM. Oraduate student
preferred. Call Oall after 7pm 266-4628.
8/21
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to 5370. All utilities paid, Dc!ulte
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1510 Unleerllt NE. 243·2494.
tfn
t'OR RENT: EFFICIENCl' aptlrtment, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo. for 2
persons, all ulllttls paid, $17.5 security deposit. Fully
furnished·sctUrltY locks add laundry facilities, No
children or pets, Please all before 6:00 In the
evenln~o 266-8392.
tfn

.-\RT MUSEUM AIDE: Work·study position, 15·20
hours/week. Work with curator; monitor print and
photo rooms. Art handling, typing or computer s~ills
deslr~d. Contact La!lrllllaxter, 277·4001.
· 8/24
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Mun be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Satunlay nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liq11or Store at 5516 Menaui.NE and
5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
917
IJUDOET RENT·A·CAR Is accepting applications
for full or part·time car rental make ready/ driver
positions. Must be neat, personable and industrious
with minimum 3 yean driving experience. Apply in
person Albuquerque International Airport.
8/24
PART TIME SALEl'ERSONS/c!erks wanted
flexible hours. Apply in person betw~n 10-4 Lleb~r's
Luggage 6205 Mena!ll NE.
8/Zl
GRADUATE STUDJ'NTS ONLY needed for
babysitting at various locations. PIT day/eve.
References needed. Call Kid Kare. 821-4018.
8/20
I NEED. SQMEONE to care for an Infant at my house
(walking distance from school) Afternoons. I to 5
days a week. Call265·3045 evenings,
8/24
APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN for student
(work·study; Non work study) Help for catering
eve!lts. Prefer applicants with some restaurant elt·
perlence. Apply at New Mexico Union Food Service
officeNI44 on Main level of SUB.
9/10
RETAIL T·SHIRTS • Help wanted, Two positions;
one I 5 hours/week, one 28·30 hours/week. Days,
Nights, weekends, Contact Karen 88M35S.
8/21
TUTORS NEEDED FOR fall semester Math,
English, Natural Science, Social Science, and Othen.
Work-study Preferred. Call Susan Srubek, Athletic
Advisement Office 277-6536.
8/24
WANTED EXPERIENCED PART TIME counter·
help, dishwasher and grill cook. Apply in person 2-4
M·F Sweetwater's Cafe Yale and Lomas.
8/20
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL NEEDS 10 good
commercial office cleaners. Oood pay for good work.
Approximately IS hours/wk. Need tar and phone.
Leave name and number at 265·5358,
8/24
APPLICATIONS FOR NEW MEXICO Union
Board. Help direct the programs or the New Melllco
Union by serving on the policy making board. Two
positions open, one undergraduate for two years, one
graduate position for one year term. Must carry a
minimum of six credit hours and maintain a 2,25
grade average. Applications available at New Mexico
Union Room 225, deadline August24, I 984.
8/22
BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED,
graduate or undergraduate Math, Biology, J:nglish,
Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, Computer Science,
tutors- Prefer work-study eligible. Contact Ilea at
UNM Special Services Program, 277·3506, Room
2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
8/31
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDF.O at Popejoy Hall to
assist director for marketing/development. Accurate
typing, proofing, editing and telephone skills, Must
be work study. Contact Melody Smith 277·38Z4.
8/23
INTERESTED IN TEACHING English as a foreign
language? Contact the TESL Clearinghouse, 8033
Sunset Blvd., Suite 164, Los Angles, CA90046. 8/27
HELP·TIIE MOUNTAINSIDE YMCA needs
workstudy students (or latch key, sports, nursery,
preschool, suitar, gymnastics and more. Call Ron
Murpby292·22!'18.
8/20
DELIVER THE LOBO. Student heeded to deliver the
Daily Lobo, Must have truck or stationwagon.
7:30am-lOam MOn·Friday, Apply Marron Hall 131,
Jmmediatly.
8/20
ATTENnON SCIENCE MAJORS We are now
taking applications for the Minority Biomedical
Research Support Proaram. If you arc a minority
(Black, Chlano, Native American) majoring In
Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, or l'sychology
and would like the opportunity to work In resarch
laboratory Investigate the MBRS Program •. If In·
terested Call 277·2728, or come by the Basic Medial
Science Bulldlns, Room 106, School of Medicine.
8/Z4

Employment
EXCELLENT INCOME OPI'OR'IVNITYI Set your
own hours, Part· time, or fuiJ.timc with one of the
laraest fmancial services oraanlzatlons In USA. Santa
FEcompany884-0462.
8/24
HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS on no
mediations needed for research on aJucosc
metabolism. Time commitment Involves •I ovemlaht
hospital stay plus a Stlld)' from 1:00am to 3:00pm
next day on weekly basis for 1 weeks. Payment Is
S3SO.OO after 7 studies. If Interested all Cheryl or
Jeandurlnadayat277-4656.
8/20.

7n< lftiaJ!r:~:~ ~Tt~~~=~

litE lULLS ACROSS the valley of the Ebro were
long and white. "What should we drink?'' "It's
pretty hot." "Dos eervczas," Oood Luck Dru and Ed
R.
8/20

I
Clty
11 Sll . Ch . . •
I
ce eese. Ptzza,
1 Lg. Soft Dnnk

'n bile. s. o1 c...,ot I
2&s-e777

99A-._.

I =- tn bill. s. o1 c.nttat 1
I I 1 slice cheese pizza, 2&s-en7 1
I I salad, lg. soft drink
I
I 1
$1 99 w~rt~ this ad
I
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BUPFALO

TBADBBS
THE FINEST IN QUALITY OUTDOOR GOODS

Back to school
SPECIAL 15% OFF
with UNM I.D.

We stock a complete line of specialty gear for everything from whitewater
boating to rockctimbing. But we're not just a hardware store. We also have
several sensational lines of durable, functional clothing, all at the right price •••

BUFFALO TRADERS
3409 Central H£ i66-i876

.

64 Reroute
ACROSS
66 Outcast
1 Cliff
5 Pile
67 USSR range
9 Brawl
68 Behold: Lat.
14 Halt
69 Nourishes
15 Montreal
70 Produced
ballplayer
71 Troop units:
16 Onion's kin
abbr.
17 Newspaper
Item
DOWN
19 Rent again
1 Winter sports
20 Furnishings
gear
21 Tourists
2 West Pointer
23 Ship areas
3 Cowl
25 Melodies
4 Comebacks
26 Fastened
5 Possessive
28 Smudges
6 Way out
32 Lea
7 Armadillo
37 Isaac's
8 Opposite
mother
9 Cries
38 Jazz piece
10 London area
39 Farina
11 Disturb
41 Glace
12 Assert
42 Separate
13 Fondles
45 Groups
18 Birdlife
48 Avenue
22 Force
50 Shred
24 Ego
51 lock
27 Dingle
54 Jacks
29 Pod
58 Eye problems 30 Contest
62 Coronet
31 Femmes
63 Poplar
32 Mardi -

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCFSSOJt, WRITER I
Columnist needs top quality .film processing at fair
price B/W only. AnY graduate student In
photography Interested? Call Dr. Stuart 26S·S459.
8/20
GOVERNM£NT JOBS. $16,SS9·SS0,553/year. Now
hiring Your Area. Calli·SOS-687.6()00 Ext. R·9786.
. '
8/23

For Sale
tfJ<:WLETf·PACKARD IJ5A computer. Portaole,
good graphics, super student computer, iJiterga(
printer, tape drive, lots e;>:tras, Reasonable priced call
298·2S31 after 5:30pm.
8124
BABY GRAND PIANO rebuilt Harrington, eKcellent
condition, beautiful tone. Moving must sell $2800
2SS·1S8S,
8124
VOLVO 1973 1800ES Beautiful e~cellcnt condition,
Automatic, air conditioner, tape deck, $7500 268·
1480.
8/24
SALE COMPUTER DISKE'ITES. Max~IISW' for
your personal computer. SSDO. $25/Box, DSDD •
$32/box. free delivery to UNM Campus. By the
Dlskl\lox. Fundamentals 268·2227 anytime.
8/24
cOUCH, CO ~'FEE TABLE, Bar stools 888·3375.
8/21
HONDA CIVIC 2-DOOR 1976, Ex-condition,
89,000/ml, $1000.00. 265·0867 eves.
8/24
IO·SPEED MENS BIKE, 23 Inch; Ex-working
condition, $80. 265-0867.
8/24
1975 HONDA CIVIC CVCC 4-spccd $1000. Call
Tom 26S-4730 evenings.
8/24
MUST SELL! GOOD, cleancar.S999ormakcofferl
1971 Vega Hatchback 62,000 miles· rebuilt engine·
automatic. 836-3400 or25S·l661.
8124
BEGINNERS NYLON STRING ciassicalsultar With
case, Excellent condition, $4S.OO, 26S·0065 after
5:00.
8/24
COMPUTER FOR SALE, Hcwlett·Packard HP86A,
New 2/83; two S·l !4 disc drives, printer, monitor,
J28K RAM, modem, HP software pkg, cables, In·
structions, $3000, tall M. PEEK, 822.()663, eveninss
897-7268.
8/28
TWIN·BED, CLEAN, EX·CONDITION, wood
headboard, box springs/mattress. llest offer takes ill
256-1077.
8/20
COTION RUGBY SHORTS by Canterbury of New
Zealand, the Authentic S16.9S/pr. The Outdoor
Store, Candelaria and Wyoming 292·8521,
8/24
BALDWIN ORGAN MODEL. SIR excellent con·
dillon 892·5643.
' 8/23
DENON STEREO AU'l'OMATIC Record changer
two speakers; High-rise; eltcrcycle; Sleeper couch;
lamps. 892·5643.
8/23
mM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER for sale. 5325.00,
292·8112.
8/23

Travel
RIDE NEEDED TO N,C, or nearby, Leave Ausust
24th through 26th share eltpenses, Cal1256·187l,
8/24

Lost&Found
SILVER CHEVY P/U broken Into Friday AugustiO,
12:10 • .5:30 in Front of Johnson Oym anyone with
Info please contact campus police.
8/24
THUNDERBIRD KEY RING turned Into Daily
Lobo Business office. Inquire RM. Ill Marron Hall.
8/20

MisceUaneous
5360, WEEKLY/UP MAJUNG Clrtularsl No
bosses/quotast Sincerely Interested rush self·
addressed envelope: Division Headquarters, BoK
464CFJ, Woodstock, IL60098.
1015
TAP DANCE CLASSES for Fun/Exercise 10.
Discount UNM. 266-0608,
8/21

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

33 Absorbed
34 Culture
medium
35 Negative
36 Clean house
40 Strong smell
43 Subdued
anew
44 Frights
46Shawl
47 Hit on the
head:sl.
49 Pekoe

52 Beat it
53 Carved slab
55 Philo or
Cyrus
56 Uplift
57 Auctions
58 Veal source
59 Nautical
direction
60 Runner's
goal
61 Fish
65 Speed

